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INTRODUCTION °

The"protilems of energy conservation involye'llot just the transfer
of technology but also the\development of coherent'see4a1 poljcies and
'channels through which Infdrmation can-and will flow:. Therefore, the

:development of a-national system, such as-PROCCED.attempts, to disseminate
specific information and around which,to build appropriate'support.to over-
come individual and organizational barrie'rs'is very much in order.

,,
The mandate is not simply.to 'develop materials pgr,se, but aiso

- to develop the,coMmunications and referencing system (both hUman and techI
,nologi-cal) which are necessary for effective transfer to take place. In
other ,words, the-problemCis not that solutions aren'ticnown or passible
to may energy conservation problems, but rather0they are frequently in-

,
accessi4le-to those who'need rtheM at many levels.,

.

.The purpose of this conference.was to examilie.Project PROCEED as
an innovatlyp,apprOach to technology traasfer in 'energy efficiency educa=
ton and pofential -relationships,the Project and .its products can and/or°

.
should have to the Departent of Energy. To. do so; selected representa-l_
tives from industry., academia, profdsiiontil.Societies, and government were,/
invited.° The:PROEED SysteM was presented.as an example upon which to
'focus discussion,and recommendations and conclusions about,content% delivery;
and management were-solicited fromworking groups:/folloWing presentatiohs.
These proceedings attempt to reflect,,an'acevate distillation of the Work-

,shovevents and reults.. . ,.E .

, .

.



SUMMARY OF
REQOPAMEINIDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

PROCEED1.(Progrro for Continuing ,Enaineering Educatign)-, with 'its
ability to be. filed in traditional modes of contiquina endineering education
as well as tq provide a nev4 approath to updating and 'problem-solving on the
job, ivan effort which the' U:S. Department of Energy.shoUld encourage and
valuate careully in as variety .of ways, especially, in areas under its aegis

such as energy conservation, alternative energy sources, and associated tech-
nologies.. A number of specific recommendations were made to the Projedt as
ell- as to the'Departnient-of'Energy. They will e examined.separately.

Conclusions Concerning PROCEED

AdviCeto PROCEED focussed on enlarging its mandate and incqrporating
the widest, possible variety of options' in its marketing and delivery. More

'specifically, it was recommended that:

1) Educational institutions use PROCEED in their under-
graduate programs to acquaint and accustom. future..
engineers and scientists with this industrially-
based problem-solving resource, e

-2)- A broader audience/be included, i.e., technicians,
Managers .and others in industry , .in addition. to

'-e gineers and 'scientists, through broadening its
terials and services;,

ordination of public and private resources be
one by, PROCEED' through hits Consortium, . -

ROCEED publidze those features of its system'
ich make it innovative, e.g.., problem-soToing

Cases, .explanatOry.modules, adaptive referencing,
and companion human as. well as material resources;
and .

5) :A variety,f delivery modes-be utilized for maximum.,
.1, effect. "..._r

Conti tisi ob's concerri4 n9:the U.S. Department 6f Energy

'The general Tn-clus.idn was srniiarized by the third working group:
.

.
. .".PROCEED' appears', to be a promising approach to the con-

tinuing education of practicing,engineers. Its, plans
fo'r materia-ls -and services on. industrial energy .con-
servation and its pjanned delivery system promise:to
fulfill an .imbortant national need. The Department
of Energy should thus support PROCEED for a sufficient
time to allow' an evaluation to be made of its effec-
tiveness in conjunction with the. ucational mission
of the _Department of Energy."'

,

.First National. Workshop. on Energy Efficiency Education Through Technology
.

-Transfer', Working Group III. ..
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Other r6cent DoE conferences similarily support the mission of PROCEED
and'encourage recognAtiOn for technician trdiniffig and appropriate public-
privatecComeration.' 1 ,

At the Energy Conservation Workshop on "Training R r ments for
Technicians," the group concluded that

NI

...efforts should be increased to ac!d energy-conser-
vatiori concepts- to current engineerinaLbased tech-
nician curricula....The 'engineering technician- should
learn,not only methods,.but 'also the reasons for.
conserving energy:..Develciping an inventory of cur- ,

rent practices and ponsoring 'new' course develop-
ment represent tasks which the Department of Energy
might finante."

The same'proun went on to say that

"More effortS shouldNoe directed toward integrating high
quality energy-related topics and fundamentals into -

college. Ourses-like physics', chemistry and biology at
all 16els of education,

-sgueli as PROCEED,is deyAloping: Finally, the most critical tonClusion relati e
to PROCEED was .

"Great potential seee'to exist for the utilization of
teaching modules which the Department of. Energy could
-cbllect.(orihave developed) in a broad spectrum of
energy-related topics. This seems to represent one.
Of the best techniques for achieving replication and
leverage for a modest fund.outlay by the'Depprtment
of Energy." ,.

Recommendations

Given the Conclusions and yecommendations for PROCEED and DoE, several
specific recommendations follow and seem mutually supportive,

I), Materials: Relevant an ROCEED.compatible meter-
.

ials should be found or their development funded
and utilizedwith constituencies ranging from the
technician, through the scientist and engineer in

2Egerg Conservation Workshop for Community College Leaders,.ERDA 76-156
o, November 3-5, 1976).

.13Ener6.Conservation,Verhop:'Training.Requirements for. Techniciaqt,
CONF-7710118, '(Atlanta, October 30-November'1, 1977).

4Ibid, p. 3.



. industry, through management andA3ossibly to the

.

) Delivery System:. Coordination, collaboration of
Departmentof7Energy.resOurces and contacts shoUld
be Utilized to create.the:widest possible PROCEED-.
inVolved'.cOnstituenCy and network., combining thd
help of the private.and public sedtors.

3). Marketing: Like.the delivery system, marketing
should be coordinated throughJederah. state and
lOcal agencies in conjunction with.private and
public institutions of higher education, profes -4
sional.societ0s, industry, and the support of the
Department of Energy.

:

4 Scopef. Expiiiiion of the scopeefthe. system and
he types of persons, materials and services .

addressed could maximize its usefulness and like-.
lihoOd:of impaCt on the national energy problem.
Although PROCEED is an innovative continuing ectUi:"
cation system for scientists and:engineers, the
Department of Energy should capitalize on expad
ding and extending the system to.cover:a variety
of energy-related topics and reach the broadest
'possible national constitUency.
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Dr. John A. Belding
KEYNOTE SPEECH: THE'NATiliAL ENERGY PROBLEM AND THE FEDERAL RESPONSE

. ,

What 1 would like to talk about today is why we are interested in
this whoIe idea;: what the National Energy problem and\ plan are all about;
and hopefully we can get some understanding of what V; urgency is in tfie
'education business.

May I have the first slide, please?
. .

The United 3States Has Shifted to Different
Fuel UA terns
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SLIDE 1

this slide shows the way we have made the transition in the past.
from wood to coal to oil and you can see that in making each transition it
took roughly 60 years. We now have to make another. transition. We no.:



lOnger have the'oil a4ailable to continue for another 60.years. What we
are attempting to do is shorten that transition period to something like ten

,S!,or520 years. .The prOblem that we have-is that it takes lead-time to do

that. We have to develop, technology. We have to educate People and make
them realize that this is a problem that they can do something about%

U S. OIL AND NATURAL dAS PRODUCTION
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SLIDE 2

t, slide shows why we,are in the situation that we are in In

1970 domestfc oil production peaked. In 1973 we peaked out in gas pro-

duction. Some say, "just raise. the price, there is lotSA.more out there."

Init, that may be true in natural ga and hence we are attempting to

st' late production, but in oil we th'nk'we have pretty much tapped all

the reserves or at least knoW what th y are We anticipate a liquid fuel

shortage and we think that Ve have to be able to aid in making the transi-

tion away from liquids if we are going to survive.

The other thing that many of you may be interested in is", of course,

the economic picture. The problem with the balance of payments is getting

to be more and more severe. Our national export of dollars back in 1973,

before the embargo, was about $3 billion for oil. It's now $35 billion and

increasing dramatically. So, just from a pure economic standpoint we have

a problem. .

One of the things thatwe have taken a look at aver the last three .

yearseis how to go about making the transition frOm oil. We have made

some projections on how, through the use of energy-efficiency technology,

we can make the transition. We have also examined reducing oil consumption

by switching to other,alternative fuels. By alternative fuels I am talking

1985
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about coal, principally, and coal.derived andgaS. You tan see
that, if we really take no action, the amount of energy.that we use just
,keeps increasing exponentially. On the other hand,. if we can put in more
efficient technolbgies and do some. fuel switching we can drop down to that
conservation goal, shown by the dashed line. That's what we have got to do
and education will plaiaa big part.

To give you an indication of why we are pretty confident that we
can do that, this slide

U.S. INDUSTRY ENERGY. EFFICIENCY
COMPARED TO WEST GERMANY,

FOR MAJOR ENERGY INTENSIVE INDUSTRIES
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SLIDE 3

<

shows a picture of what WestGermany is presently doing versus what the
United States is presently doing. They have been in an era of very high
prices and they Save been forced into energy efficiency. This is the*kitid
of picture that we would like to see, for the United States to be able'to
make that transition dorm to using less and less energy.

14



To give you an,indication of how much energy we really-use, this
slide

Prima !TEnerstit Consumption
in the United Stites

Industry. AccOUnts. for.....43 Percent,
of Total U.S. Epergy Consumption

Transportation

Buildings

Industrial

SLIDE 4

shows the percentages in each of the areas. You can see that automotive
is a fairly large portion. The.reason that automotive is so important,
and 'I say automotive for transportation because automotive is approxi-
mately 90 pArcent of that transportation slice, is that it's solely depen-
dent on oil.

e



Remember I said we are going to have a 1 quid problem. We see itcoming. We have predicted it' in an I .5. stud , a C.I.A. studt-an-d-
basically every study now that's coming along i predicting that same kind
of liquid shortage. People' aren't buying smal cars. The industrial con-
cernS are attempting to reciOce the amount of.'il consumption. But even
with this, we are'-still,careening dlcIng the ame path. we were a while
back, and people are hoping' th,it they won't ave a curtailment.. The
R.O.I., return on investment, of energy-eff cient machinery *has got t6 in-
clude plant shut-downs and all that takes ducation, but it also takes
-engreers to go to their management and sa, , ;'.This iswhat we have to do
in order to prevent out plant from being hut down and prevent the lay-
ciffs and prevent the orders from not bein filled, et cetera."

T E ,-

NA IONAL

ENE GY PLAN

April 20, 1977

SLIDE 5

I just want to briefly cover the National Energy Plan. As Most of
you .know it's still winding its way through the Cotioress and has had some
semblance of success and some semtilance of failure. I want to cover some
of .the high spots and we will talk abbut what actually is haPpening and
what we see coming out at the end.' '.

PRINC PLES AND STRATEGY

FIVE PRINCIPLES PROVIDE FRAMEWORK.
FOR PRESENT AND FUTURE POLICIES

PROBLEM'CAN ONLY BE EFFECTIVELYSADDRESSED IF

'GOVERNMENT ACCEPTS COMPREHENSIVE RESPONSIBILITY
PUBLIC UNDERSTANDS SERIOUSNESS AND ACCEPTS SACRIFICES

NATION MUST REDUCE VULNERABILITY TO DEVASTATING EMBARGOES

SOLUTION MUST BE EQUITABLE TO ALL REGIONS, SECTORS, AND INCOMEGROUPS

HEALTHY ECONOMIC. GROWTH MUST CONTINUE

ENERGY PLAN MUST BE IN HARMONY WITH ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES

. SLIDE 6
.4



. These are the principles that the President laid down in April of
this year, and I think if you look at the second bullet under, the first

, point you can see why we are involved with Project ,PROCEED and continuing

education. We not only have to .work in concert with the people, but we
have to give people the tools- so that they can, in fact, work to under-

stand the problem. That's what PROCEED is all about.

You can ~read theother"points, but basically what we are attempting

to do is protect the United'States from devastating embargoes and put the
United-States on a ,little better course without needing the imported !oil

and natural gas. 'Since don't think there are any Sierra Club people
,here I will only say in Assing that we do tiave to meet the enirironmental '

`constraints. Normally I spend-a great deal of time on that particular

point. -(

The cornerstone of the whole National Energy Plan is Energy Con-
:,

servation.

PRINCIPLES AND STRATEGY

FIVE ADDITIONAL,PRINCIPLES
FUNDAMENTAL TO PROPOSED PLAN

ENERGY DEMAND GROWTH MUST BE' RESTRAINED THRU CONSERVATION

ENERGY PRICES MUST REFLECT TRUE .REPLACEMENT COSTS.,

PRODUCERS AND CONSUMERS ENTITLED. TO CERTAINTY OF- GOVERNMENT
POLICY

PLENTIFUL RESOURCES SHOULD BE USED MORAIDELY, USE OF
RESOURCES IN SHORT SUPPLY SHOULD.BE MODERATED

USE, OF ALTERNATIVE SOURCES OF ENERGY SHOULD EXPAND

SLIDE .7

And I think the subject that we are going to talk about the next
two days, Energy Conservation,and Industrial Applications, and how to go

-, about the continuing education of that aspect, is going to be extremely
important if we are going to make any headway in the conservation area

17
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-PAINCIPLES AND STRATEGY .

OBJECTIVES

71 SHORT TERM: REDUCE VULNERABILITY TO EMBARGO

MID-TERM: WEAltHER PEAKING AO DECLINE OF WORLDOlt-
PRODUCTION

LONG TERM: DEVELOP RENEWABLE SOURCES. FOR SUSTAINED
ECONOMIC GROWTH

SLIDE 8

These are.re sort of simplistic goals of what we have to do and you
con see in the short germ we have got to slow down on using oil and natural
gas. In the long term we would like to be using something like solar'or
nuclear or coal or VI of the above.

PRESIDENT'S. ENERGY STRATEGY

IMPLEMENTATION-OF AN EFFECTIVE CONSERVATION.PROGRAM FOR ALL
SECTORS OF ENERGY USE SO A8.T0 REDUCE THE RATE OF DEMAND
GROWTH TO LESS THAN.2 PERCENT.'

THE-CONVERSION OF INDUSTRY AND UTILITIES. USING OIL AND NATURAL
'GAS TO COAL AND OTHER MORE'ABUNDANT FUELS TO REDUCE IMPORTS
AND, MAKE NATURAL GAS MORE WIDELY AVAILABLE FOR HOUSEHOLD

;USE,

P

A VIGOROUS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM TO PROVIDEi
RENEWABLE AND ESSENTIALLY INEXHAUSTIBLE RESOURCES TO MEET
UNITED STATES ENERGY NEEDS IN THE NEXT CENTURY.

SLIDE 9

TO give you the three major potnts that the. President brought out
in his plan, the firsewas to reduce 'the total consumption to about 2
percent. We have been running at about 3 percent oil, gas, all of the
energy, so that's about' 13. percent reduction. We think we can achieve that.

We would also like to .convert the inthistryto coal as quickly as
possible and, of course we want to continue the technology development
over time

,

Ohe of the philosophies that people don't seem to understand about
the new Department of Energy is that we really are not in the business of
buying equipment. All ve can do is catallFe the market and make people
whO are going to be in the commercial concernigo about producing that
equipment. This is a very, very different kind of philosophy than we have
ever harp in NASA or D.O.D. or -any of the otheh-Government agencies.

18



,SOLINE TAX

ENERGY. PROGRAM STATUS ON. CAPITOL HILL

C.

,TURAL GAS PRICING

UDE OIL TAX

..TAX REBATES.

LS GUZZLER TAX-

kNDATORY MILEAGE

ATING OIL REBATES

IM INSULATION

LAli ENERGY

IAL CONVERSION

1PLIANCE STANDARDS

ECT C UTILITIES

'CARTER. PLAN

STANDBY TAX RISE UP TO 50'

RETAINS CONTROLS:AT ,

HIGHER PRICE

RAISE PRICES TO WORLD
LEVELGIN 3 YEARS

EACH PERSON WOULD
GET. A SHARE

PENALIZES INEFFICIENT CART

HOUSE ACTION'

KILLED

CARTER PLAN PASSED,.
WITHiMORE GAS ELIGIBLE

PASSED IN BASIC FORM

SENATE STATUS

REJECTED By FINANCE COMMITTEE

KILLED. BY SENATE;
'DEREGULATION APPROVEQ INSTEAD

RIBIECTED BY FINANCE. COMMITTEE
C.

NOT IN PROPOSAL

RETURNS COST INCREASES
IN CONSUMERS

$400 TAX CREDIT.

TAX CREDIT UP TO 52,000

TAX PENALTIES TO FORCE
INDUSTRY SWITCH

SET EFFICIENCY MINIMUMS

REQUIRE CHEAPER RATES
IN OFF-PEAK HOURS

EACH TAXPAYER WOULD
GET A SHARE

PENALTIES HIGHER,
START LATER,

NOT IN BILL

`PASSED

PASSED

INCREASED TO $2,150
WIND POWER ELIGIBLE

REJECTED BY FINANCE COMMITTEE

REJECTED BY FINANCE COMMITTEE
SALES BAN APPROVED BY SENATE

PASSED

REJECTED BY FINANCE COMMITTEE

APPROVED BY FINANCE COMMITTEE

APPROVED BY FINANCE COMMITTEE

PASSED WITH SOME PART REJECTED BY FINANCE.
INDUSTRIES EXEMPTED. COMMITTEE; PART APPROVED

PASSED IN BASIC FORM PASSED IN BASIC FORM

PASSED IN BASIC FORM
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Office of the Secretary

Secretary

Deputy Secretary

Under Secretary

The Special Assistant

Depa00):00,
of.'ffiergy.

Ortati*ititik

Energy Information

Administration

nomic Regulatory

Administration
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ConiervaUon.and.

Solar Applications

intergovernmental

and Institutional

Relations

Resource

Applications

Environment

International Affahv

SLIDE 11,

Energy Technology

Office of Energy

Research
Defense Prograrns
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A lot of people are interested in where we are today. Basically

each of the majqr poihts that was in the plan is summarized here and you
can see4gt;for instanopUe 'gasoline tax on automobiles was a very un-

PoPO1WFOUe. It was killed 'in the House. The Setiate never even put it

in the Bill: So that is completely dead. Crude oil tax.' It was passed
in the _House. It was not included in the Senate Bill. Now that is back

in conference, so the resolution will be somewhere between not included
what we proposed origina14. That'? basically the way Civics 101

works. in this town, and for those of you who haven't had the rare oppor-
tunity to watch it in action you ought to spend some time looking at it
because it's not quite the may our old textbook said it would be. It's

a very, very intricate process. -

(See Slide 11.)

This is the-structure of the new .Department of Energy and as Dr.

Cohen indicated earlier, we are oven in that box called Energy Technology.

The box called Intergovernmental and-Institutional Relations is where

the education group is now housed.

People ask, "Well gen men, how did you get involved in educatiOn?

Why are you sponsoring this conference?" It's a very long story, and it

really boils down to who had the money_ at the "time. We felt that it was a

very important project to pursue and therefore, we went ahead and became

involved in the workshop.

We are also helping advise PROCEED Oh what kinds of topics they

should be involved in, and its been a very, very interesting relationship.,

RESPONSIBILI*4

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT:

CATALYZE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH RISK TECHNOLOGIES

ENSURE DISSEMINATION OF RESEARCH INFORMATION

PRIVATE SECTOR:

COMMERCIALIZE NEW ENERGY TECHNOLOGY

SLIDE 12

Well, as I said earlier, our responsibilities as the Department of

Energy are.not to buy hardware. They are \really to catalyze technology '

development to insure dissemination of the results and to help the private

sector commercialize the new machines.

23.
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MAJOR REQUIREMENT
ti

Contunkung la ogue Between Government
and Industry

SLIDE 13.

An2II think this is going tobe a major point of tite new depart-
ment. I think we'are going to see-a lot of activity in either,what you
might call PR or education in order to convince people to aonserve, be-
causim they are-just not doing it, now.

PROJECT PROCEED

° DESIGNED TO HELP ENGINEERS SOLVE,ENERGY CONSERVATION PROBLEMS
IN.INDUSTRY

O

TIMELY AND CONSISTENT EFFORT WITH THE NATIONAL ENERGY PLAN

SLIDE 14

All I woul-ttJike to say in conclusion, is welcome to Washington
and our-beautifill sunny, Viedther that,we have today

hank you.

DISCUSSION

PROFESSOR COHEN I think there will be time for a few questions
following each speaker, if there are any from. the audience. If not, we can
continue on.'

( ): I have one question on that slide comparing U.S. and
West German consumption, energy consumption. I, wonder what the" basis is
I am not clear on the basis for comparison.

DR. BELDING: They are similar industries.

Noi total industries, but similar industries?

ISR.,BELDING: Right.



4

. /

14

): How do they achieve this?

DR. BELDING: I think they have"had to pay more attention to using
wasteheat and better processes -- more, than we have, becayse energy in
Ahis country has been-more abundant and so people have tended to not be as
careful with it. A lot of the larger industrial concerns are now ;jumping'°
and ng, "Hey, we'can save that energy" and they are doing it. The
p .lem is that smaller Concerns.who are paying the higher prices don't have
t e capital to go backand retro-fit, so.they are caught between a rock and
a rd spot. If. we had said five years ago. that we are going to raise the
pr.ic= of oil-in five years, then the little guys could have said, "Maybe°
We h d better start retro-fitting and making our process more efficient,
beca se in five years the price is going to be higher" and they would hal/6
had .e capital higher. -4 ,.

What happened was the prices jumped up, almost doubled, and they
said, My God, we don't have the capital anymore."

. PROFESSOR .TRIBUS: Do you have any information on the variations
ustry. In other words, in the United States I know that the best, in

energy conservation, is quite different from, sAy, the bottom 10
. Do you know nOw the variations go in the two countries, in partic-
en the best in the U.S. comes near to the best in West Germany, and

we are really seeing here is a bad distribution, of competencies.

in in
terms'

percen
ular
wha

DR. BELDING:, Well, I think the best in this country is not neces -.
s rily equal to the best in West Germany. See, the return on investment
ju sere so they didn't have to save energy. ,What we are really
seeing is an e gnomic picture more than a technology picture. We had the
tecfnology. We new how to do it, but we never used it because it never
paid off.

NoW that we have doubled the price of oil it begins to look pretty
attractive, so people are beginning to bring their plantsup to the right
level, but I think the' gradation in the United States is much worse than
it is n EurolJe due partially to some older plants in the ULS._

-1r
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Professor EliiS P. Gyftopoulos
ENERGY CONSERVATION EDUCATION: MAJOR CONSIDERATIONS

I Would l i.ke to make a few remarks about theproblems that
might be'included fn a oroftram of education renal -di rig energy. conservation.,

Let me, before I start, define what I mean-by energy conservation,
because there are many laerpretations. The 'meaningWith which -.I will. ,be
using the words is the achievement of 1; task with. egual . or less cost than
.today, butsing leuss-energy. Thigs that do not satisfy this tidea do not
belong, to the discuSsien that I will be having..

.'

there is no doubt that. the problem, of energy is _extremely
6ifficult and'the.discu-ssions that are going on i bur Congress reflect th

Excess Capacity.

Demand for OPEC Oil
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fact. It's not simply as Dr. Be ing says that Washington works inpeculiar
ways. It is that the representa res of our people have a very difficult
problem. They receive all sorts of conflicting information and they have
al f sorts of conflicting.solutions to offer and, therefore, the need for
education at the grass ots is a need indeed.

In a program of e ucation one has to be as inclusive as possIble.
And you already heard, fro Dr. Belding, a synopsis of the problem, es-.
pecially about the resources. I would like to cast the same' problem in
a slightly different light than was already referred to.

It's not only so much that we are running out of the resources
that'we are currently using, espeCiallY the liquid and gaseous fuels, but
that the rate at which we can provide them in the near future will be less
than the demand. This was illustrated in the report that was -issued by
C.I.A. last April. For example, sometime around 1983 or 1984 oil will be
produced at a rate that will be lower than the demand (Sli& 1):

Other calculations may differ by one or-two years or something
like that, but that doesn't change the picture: The Workshop on Alterna-
tive Energy Strategies reached the same conclusion, You can use the graph
on Slide 1 or a different type of graph, but the message, is clear that.
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there will be a shortage in the production of oil in a very few'years from
now

That in itself is not such a bad thing. In the past some energy
sources were deplete&and had to be replaced and were replaced. But today
the situation is' different from what we experienced in the past. The prob-
lem is that whatever alternatives we have for replacement are much more
costly. There is nothing tender the sun, including the sun, that will be
able to replace the energy that we are currently using at a cost anywhere
near or comparable to the cost we have been incurring so far.

This is illustrated by the trend in replacement. costs of energy
for industry (Slide 2). On this graph the dotted line illustrates the
trend in the average replacement-cost of energy used for manufacturing in
the United States. The averaging is done over the percentages and energy
forms, used by U.S. manufacturers. We see from this graph .that, in real
terms, up to about 1970 the replacement cost of energy used in manufacturing
was steadily decreasing. It was decreasing by 1.7 percent per year. In
about 1970 this replacement cost started for the first time in-our history
going up, right now it's almoit twice as large as it used to beback-in
1950. This is much more important a change than the scarcity or the de-
pletion of the fuel sources that we are currently using betause that's what's
going to affect and is affecting ouc. economic well being.

Energy
Form

Percent
of

Industrial
Use

[197] .

($ per union Btu
of Delivered Energy).

Ratio of
Replacement

Cost to
Average

Price

Average
Rice

Replacement
Cost

Coal 18.0 $0.96 $0.95 ° 1.00

Petroleum 29.1 2.32 3.32 1.43

Natural Gas 39.5 1.73 3.00 1.73

Electricity 13.4 7.62 10.55 1.38
4 .

..4a4M4mm
e

Weighted ,

Average 100.0. $2.55 $3.74 1.46

Average Price and Replacement Cost of Energy Used
in Industry

TABLE 1
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The replacement cost that I have used for each form of energy is
'shown in Table 1. For petroleum I have taken $3.37 per million BTU, for
natural gas $3 per million. BTU and for electricity $10.50 per million BTU,
which is the same as 3.6 cents per kilowatt-hour.

As far as anybody can tell, in the future replacement costs will
continue to rise. That to me is a real threat both to our economic well
being and to the competitive position of our industry, because we may not
be able to afford the energy we need for our activities and, therefore,
we may have to stop using it But to stop using energy would mean no heating
in our homes, no jobs, et cetera. I believe that to a certain extent this
will happen. --The question that people like you that are involved in energy:
conservation ask is "Can we reduce as much as possible the negative effects
of the higher cost of energy by means of energy conservation?". I believe

that great opportunities exist for doing so.

Let us first look at some general economic aspects of these oppor-
tunities. Slide 3 is takew.!from a report of the United Nations. It shows
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the trend in the prices of various goods including energy. It expresses
current prices in comparison with prices in 1.955. The most important con-
clusion from this slide is that whereas the price of oil has increased by
a factor of six, everything else (food, capital goods, and labor),has
creased by a factor of two to three. We see then that an economic opportu-.
nityegists for replacing energy by other factors of production, such as
labor or capital equipment. ,

If this slide were to be drawn for statistics available and per-
tinent to the, United. States (Statistical Abstracts, Department of Commerce)
we would have found the following. In real terms, the cost of labor and
the cost of capital equipment in this country over the past twenty years
have remained.practically constant within a few percentage points. By re-
membering the data in. Elide 2 we conclude that as far as this country is
concerned; the opPortunity exists for substitutihg other factors,.of pro-
duction for,energy so as to achieve the same task with equal or less cost
and less energy, namely by becoming more energy efficient.

So that's the economic opportunity. Let me now turn to the-technical
opportunity., I would like to ask: "Do we have the technology to become
more energy efficient?"

The answer to my question is an unqualified yes.

The lanes in. Slide 4 .show the flow of .thermodynamic availability
(not of energy) in the U.S. economy. The figure is different from similar
figures that have been presented in many reports and hiVe been published
over the lastfew years. It leads to different conclusions than the con- .

clusions about efficiency 0' manufacturing which are included in the national
energy plan. Let me specificallyAddress this last point. In the national
energy plan it is stated that manufacturing in the United StateS is 75 per-
cent efficient. In. Slide 4, if you follow the lane corresponding to man-
ufacturing you will find that, on the basis of availability, efficiency of
manufacturing is about 13 percent. .*

Now, that.does not mean necessarily that we are wasteful. As Dr..
Belding said earlier, the economics of energy, capital equipment and labor
in the past were such that that was the best way of using these factors
of production and achieving the goals that we had in our society.

In Germany and Japan, either because of newer equipment or because
they had faced higher fuel prices earlier,than we did, the corresponding
efficiency in manufacturing is about 18 percent instead of 13 percent.

The data in Slide 4 show the various types of fuels that, are used
in our economy and their availabilities, and the losses of availability in
various, processes. Here the word availability] used in the sense of
thermodynamits. For example, fuels go into the electrical sector to pro-
duce electricity. That involves a certain inefficiency. Electricity is
generated with an efficiency of.about one third. Agiin,'fuels are used
for the generation of process steam. That involves certain inefficiencies.
The thermodynamic efficiency of process steam raising in manufacturing is
.about 20 percent. Some of the fuels are used in high and low temperature
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, SLIDE 4
heating processes, irl.the chethical industry and other ifidustries. These,
uses_ also involve inefficiencies.

. ,

Overall for'our economy, the amount of availability that we need
to carry on all our tisks 'is about 8 percent of that we consume. In more
detail, the thermodynamic (availability) efficiencies of 'various uses of
energy. are as follows: residential and commercial space heating 6 percent,
water heating.3 odreent, air conditioning 5, automobile pronulsion 10, stee
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: productidn,21,-oil refining9, cement making10,and paper is much less
than 1. 'For the whole economy the efficiency is about 8 percent, and. for
manufacturinOt'sabiNt 13 percent.-

Now, what are the implications of disseminatin, this type of an-
alysis of the energy use in our economy?

There are two First and foremost that we have not reached the 4

limits of, efficient use of energy by any stretch of the imagination. There
is'a very,large margin for improvement. To be-ure, the realization that
there is a large margin does not automatically pOovide us with the use of
that margin. It 0 take hard work; a lot of money and many years. Never-
theless the margin' does imply that Wrking in the direction of improving
the efficiency-of energy-utilization is not like knocking one's head 'against
an immovable wall. I find this implication very challenging and stimulating
in addressing problems of energy conservation. The second implication of
the correct thermodynamic analysis is that it identifies the. uses with the

, greatest ; inefficiencies and suggests methods that can yield large improve_

ment.
4

As-an illustration of these points, I will present first some
examples of what,can be done with existing technology.

'Table 2'is a summary of energy savings and costs. .het mecomment
on the bottom line. This Tine represents estimates of how much energy we
can save.with existing technology by the end of the next decade, ten years
or so from now. The technology that has been selected has*a capital in-
vestment cost equal to or less than the capital investment required to pro-
duce equivalent amounts of energy from new supplies, energy that would be
needed if the saving did not occur.

We'estimate that we might save four and a half million barrels
of oil per day compared to the demand for energy in manufacturing by 1987.
Four point five million barrels'of oil per day is about three Alaskan pipe
lines.

To bring about this energy saving, we must invest a lot of money.
Oar estimate is that the money that will be required over the next decade
is about 125,billion'thillars. I don't know if that sounds to you like a lot of
money. .It sounds like ailot of money to me. But the alternative requires
even more money;

On the basiS of reported costs for the development of new energy
'sources of oil, gas, coal and electricity from coal and nuclear power plants,
our estimates for capital investment to produce an equivalent amount of
energy from new supplies is about 170 billion dollars. So the alternative
to'energy conservation.is much more expensive. We have.also made an estimate
of the total cost per unit of energy conserved versus that of energy
produced from new 'supplies,:. We find that with investment in conservation
the cost per unit of energy ofthe mix included in Table 2 would be 2.7
dollars per milliOrOTU, as opposed to about 4.8 dollars per million. BTU
for new energy,suppyies. The numbers for both energy saved and energy sup-
plied are high because-they include a large fraction of energy in,the form

.'of electricity.
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CAPITAL COST
.
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4,

CONSERVATION
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$106111u

ENERGY SUPPLY'
8/106 Btu

-

', COGENERATION OF ELECTRICITY WITH

- Process Steam t 0.68 , , 54.0 712 ' .8A0 10.8,
- High Temperature Processes 0.16 15 7.1 4.1 10.6-

Low Temperature Processes 0.18 ' 18.6 24.o . 8.9 1i3 \

ENERGY RECYCLING 1.13 .5 14.2 oA 2s7

ELECTRIC MOTORS AND OTHER 0.46 10.3 : 19.7 5.0 .10.6
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.:

PROCESSNtoDiFTCATIONS,__
, - Electrical 0.23 10.0 10.2 7.8 10.6

- Nonelectrical - 1.69 '.'4(20.0 21.4 1.0 2,7
_

._. A- '.tiii , !
TOTAL 4.53;- .,.y.z<l 125.9 c. ' 170.4 2.7 4.8

q"`t . _. ..

Summary Of "Energy Savings and Costs
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-Now, the types of things that are used to bring about/this energy
conservation are known to most of you. They involve cogeneration of pro-
cess steam or process heat and electricity, recycling of waste energy, and
changes in manufacturing processes. We hope that the modules of Project
PROCEED will bring out specific examples that illustrate both the technology
and the economics of energy conservation, and the large energy and cost
savings that can,be achieved by combining processes (as in Cogeneration)
rather than -by improving the energy efficiency of individual process com-
ponents.

Another aspect of the correct use of thermodynamics is related to
the long-term.prospects for high end-use energy.efficiency. Beginning ten
years or so from now, suppose that we were able to improve the energy ef-
ficiency of our economy by on3 percentage point every two-and a half years.
Then, we could sustain an uninterrupted growth in real G.N.P. of three per-
cent per year for the next three decades, and still consume no more energy
than we do today. Even then, our overall end-use efficiency would be only.
twenty percent, aboutequal to that of the steelmaking process today.

The improvements in energy end-use efficiency suggested here are,
in fact., not all that remarkable. They are still less than that accomplished
over a comparable number of -decades- in improving the efficiency of elec
tricity generation. -This, of coUrse; was the result of enormous and con
tinuing commitments of resources to technological innovation--the same pre-
sciption that must be.used for research and development of entirely new man-
ufacturing processes.

Despite the economic and technical opportunities, energy conserva-
tion faces diffidulties arising from politics and realities of everyday life.
We hope that some of the modules of rroject PROCEED will address these dif-
ficulties-and discuss ways to overcome them.

Let me comment briefly on a couple of these difficulties. A util-
ity, which is a regulated monopoly, is allowed about ten percent return on
its investments (ROI). On the other hand,..:a manufacturer, who operates in
the competitive market; usually requires a return on investment of about
fifteen percent. So, when an investment in new electricty supply is con-
templated, it is evaluated on the basis of about ten percent ROI. But, when
an investment for energy conservation involving electricity is contemplated,
it is.evaluated at least at an ROI of about fifteen.percent, though the con-
servation investment would accomplish the same result.

Actually, the gap betweenthe two ROIs is even larger. Because
qf limited capital available to a manufacturer, investments are given pri-
orities2.--, First, the manufacturer must do things required by the. GovernMent--
such es :invest in anti-pollution controls. Second, he must secure his com-
petiti've position in the market by investing in expansion or improved pro-
duction capacity. Then, he considers becoming An energy supplier by in-
vesting in energy conservation. Because the third type of investment is a

,relatively new activity and, therefore, an activity that is perceived as
risky, it is given low priority or a high hurdle rate. The payback period
reouired of conservation investments is usually two years 9r less. Such
periods translate into ROIs of thirty percent or more

34
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Although this' performance in our economy is understandable, it seems
to me'that an educational program in energy conservation should emphasize
the'need for a harder look at and change of investment priorities. Without
a change, the unavoidable transition from the era of abundant and inexpensive
energy to the era of limited and expensive energy might be more costly and
painful than it need be

'I will stop here and be happy to answer questions. Thank you for
your attention.

DISCUSSION

MR. FRIEDMAN:'Friedman, Consultant at D.O.E.

I remember reading a newspaper item that indicated that capital was
plentiful, that banks had a lot of money but nobody to lend it,to, and here
we hear about a capital shortage. Is there a way of explaining that?

PROFESSOR GYFTOPOULOS: Yes, there is. It's a little involved but

The story is quite involved. You see, our jndustry operates with
a certain debt to equity ratio. There is a, certain fraction of money that
they borrow and another fraction of money that/they get from.the stock mar-
ket. This ratio has.been established from past practices during which man
ufactUrers were not in the energysupply business. At that time, whenever
they wanted some energy they would go and buy it from the energy suppliers.

Now, because it makes sense both for Viem and for the nation,we
are asking manufacturers to make investments beyond the regular ones and,

in essensce, we are after a transfer of capital from the energy supply sector
to the energy user sector. How will.that comt about? Suppose a manufacturer
were to borrow money for energy,conservation: 'Thatrwould increase his debt
to equity ratio and, therefore, in the eyes of the banking community, he
would appear as being `on shaky financial grounds. As a result, bankerswould
increase the interest rate because a large debt to equity ratio implies a
riskier company:

One might'suggest that the manufacturer goes to the stock market.
Money in the stock market is much more expensive than money from a,bank.
As you very well know on the average the price to earnings ratio for our
industry right now is about seven. This ratio translates into a return on
investment before taxes of 30 percent or higher. So that makes it difficUlt
for a manufactu'rer to.raise.capital forenergy conservation. It is a kind
of vicious circle that results in: an inconsistency. On one hand, you are

. absolutely right, that banks say they do have money but they are not asked
for it and, on the other hand, manufacturers hesitate to ask for money be-
cause of the reasons that I explained.
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In additiOn, there is another reason and perhaps it is an over
riding one It has to do with the 'great uncertainty that exists in our
society about the whole energy problem and you can see that by reafing fhe
newspapers every day. Someone says, "Oh, there is no energy problem. So
and so in Washington isaarheacturing the-problem. Wait for a little while,
boost .up prices, add the'problem will .disappear, and the economy will grow."
Then they say, "No, no, stop what you are doing completely, reduce energy
consumption and everythingwill be fine. Just take the soft path.". And you
can imagine why people, like you and me, are confused and uncertain*. And
when there is uncertainty about a new type of activity, the activity doeSn't
take place.

MR. MASSEY: Bob Massey, with the Department of Energy. Elias', when
a company goes into an energy conservation project and comgres that with
other alternative uses of their capital; do you think they are taking into
account the risk factors on energy conservation?

-PROFESSOR GYFTOPOULOS: Yes.° And that is translated into requiring
a hurdle rate higher than that for regular investments.

. Let me clarify that a little bit because I know that there is con-
troversy about the statement that I just made, and no agreement. I would
like to explain how I reached the conclusion about the higher hurdle rate.

In many cohferences that I have attended I have heard representatives
of manufacturers state that they would likeito make investments in energy
conservation, but these investments'are costly. They further state that
many investments have been made,for which the payback is less than two years
whereas those.that remain require more than two years to pay back and, there-
fore, are-given low priority. That's one source of my information.

Another source of information are the comments made by manufacturers
on the voluntary targets proposed by the Department of. Commerce and FEA.
By reading the Federal Register I noticed that practically, all manufacturers
had-.commented that they want the payback period for energy to be :less than
two years.

Now, in fairness ',must say that in otherconferences, including
the recent one that I attended in Tucson, Arizona, a large number of

representatives of manufacturers stated that energy conservation invest-
ments are treated no differently than regular investments.

- MR. LIBBY: Quint Libby from EPRI. I was just going to, ake the
same sort of comment that Elias just made that the tendency to adjust the
hurdle factor for energy conservation investments either up or down is not
simple and in some,cases the hurdle rate is less and in some cases higher,
than for other investments. It's based almost entirely on risk. 'I think
Elias just said that it's notwhether it's energy conservation or not, but
rather how risky it is that determines what the hurdle rate is.

PROFESSOR GYFTOPOULOS: I would like to comment on that because it
is relevant to what we are trying to do with Project PROCEED if we are suc-
cessful. I. understand that an investor ora mananer should.be very careful
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in hikinvestments and, if the proposition is rfsky, to ask that it pay off
faster so as to reduce, in some sense, the risk. That's perfectly under-
standable and that.'s how our economy works. However, if we are successful,
and I hope we will be, in our., efforts to conserve energy by using it more
efficiently, we should recognize that for the neit decade we are not talking a
bout things that are far out, heverried before, and are just in the pro-
totype stage. We are talking about technology that has been very well known
and has been tried fbr,many decades.

The reason why it may not be praCticed in a particular location or
in .a particular manufacturing process today is because up to now or up to
a fewyearsago it didn't pay to do' so. It didn't paylo save natural gas
when you could buy it at 20 cents per million pm.

Why should one spend a dollar or two per million BTU to`save 20
cents? It would have been socially and-economically ridiculous to do so.
But now things have changed. For the same technology, for the same pro-
cedure, the economics have changed. It is $3.00, so to speak, per million
BTO of natural gas or whatever the price is versus one to one and a half .,

for the equipment that will save it Therefore, whereas in the past this .

technology didn't pay to be-used, now it does pay to'be used, *

MR. MAXWELL: MaXwell from Charles County Community, College

I understand you to say in summary that the three things you are
advocating are, prevailing upon the investment community to,change their
thinking or habits on debt to equity ratio,-for the manufacturers and also
the utilities to change their investment in energy conservation over.a long
period of time, and then clearing up theconfusion that exists today, as
you pointed out, in the current newspapers.

PROFESSOR GYFTOPOULOS: Not quite. I am sorry. The three thin4s
that you mentioned are parts of the difficulty. prefer that we have a
good understanding of'the problem. I believe that if we have a good under-
standing of the problem our society will'respond.

..

For example, I ;believe :that: (1) if manufacturers are really con-
vinced that there will be a sc city of 'Oil sometime in the next decade,
4and thdt whatever alternative they have for substitution would be much
more expensiVe than what they y today;, and (2) if they fully recognized
that there is a technological opportunity for becoming, more efficient and. ,

that ,if they do it faster than their.competitors theymight reduce their
costs and:capture a larger fraction of the market, then they will respond
to the job much faster -and muc4 more efficiently than'if someone, whether ,
froM academia or from Washington, were to impose thatitylYetf development
throughstrictrules and changes in the free market system of ourstrict. society: 110

4
So that's why we are talking here about education and dissemination

of information and hopefully good information rather than political decisions.
.J.,,

MR. MAXWELL: Thank vou.
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MR. FRIEDMAN: Friedman, again,:Consultant, Department of Energy.
Iset industry accepting some financial help from the GoYernmentandaren't
they waiting for that?

PROFESSOR GYFTOPOULOS: Yes, they are and some of thet is necessary
because of several factors that require that kind of help. Time does not
permit me to elaborate on these factors. But as I understand'itfrom dis-
cussions that I havt held over several years, the greatest thing that man-
ufacturers are expecting from Congress is to settle, to come up with-a de-
cision that they can believe will stick for'a few yearsso that they know
what they have'to do. Think of it yourself. For example, right now Congress
is debating an additional tax credit for investments in conservation of ten,
twenty, or whatever percent. If you were in the procesS of buying a piece
of equipment for'energy conservation and you knew that there was some dis-
ctssion in Congress that would make-you save ten'y twenty percent would
you go ahead and order the equipment before the issue, was settled in Congress?

So, my.perception of what industry is expecting ; 'in addition to-
financial help, is some certainty and some decision one way or the other;
I believe that, once some energy plan is voted through Congress which.has
thd appearance of being the plan for a number of years,'we will see a faster
rate of movement in the direction of greater efficiency than we are currently.
experiencing.

PROFESSOR TRIBUS: Elias'has made a point worth, expanding. Some-
tilMes I think that the'schools of engineering and the schools of business.
have combined'inadvertentlPto destroy our technical competence and not to
enhance it and the culprit, in my mind, is the return on investment cal-
culation. , When people get together to make a resource allocation decision,
although they don't usually say, it this.way, they are inyblved in a three=
way trade-off aMd0g three human characteristicS: greed, impatience and
fear.

By greed, I mean that for what' they give they want as much, as they
can get. And by impatience, I mean they want it now rather than later.
And by fear, I mean they want it Without risk.

Y'
Unfortbnately, the return on investment calculation Only takes into

account two of those; greed and impatience, it does not consider fear or
risk. It is irrational to-require a higher rate of return on investment,
that is to be impatient, as a compensation fOr One's fear, because adhigher
rate of return .requirement discounts future risk's equally with future oppor-
tunities. It is a technique for painting yourselfjnto the corner,,in the
future.

'What .Elias Gyftomplos.is.tel g US is that he says to people,
A,POIci, when, you make this ROI calculation don't forget that it leaves out

; bf account' the fatt you II* not have'v 'plant. You may notliave fuel. You

are not takinginto; account your risk considerations." Aild, l 'say that when
0

you try to take risk into account by raising the return on,inyestment require-
ment, the so-called 'hurdle, you are being irrational. Yop ire not taking
into account risk Wan'. You may become hung,in your
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.

When we: teadi people what- to do about energy conservation,,we must
'ecognize that not only must we teach things that are known, but not known
:o everyone, but also things that are widespread but aren't true. We will ,

lave a challenge which goes beyond ordinaryeducation,-it is a challenge to

sake people understand that in doing what they have been taught to do they
ire behaving irrationally and they must, substitute new ideas for old ones

:hat- are no longer appropriate..

S

o

% ,
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FALSE. AGES IN't GINEERING EDUCATION

%'.
, -.0o1in.*Belding has told. us what the Challenge is and;flias GyftopotilRs

basyinPOinted this opportunity. The issue for our industries; it to learnhaW to .Inake appropriate capital investments and changes in operating prO-;cedure 'so as to reduce the irreversibilitiesAassociated with the use Of°,.

energy.

t)e challenge to our government is to take into a count, thattlits;*will I 'be .done in a highly decentralized fashion,decisions w .'be made con.-v,
stantly:,..and.in accordance with the spirit of our country, 'not under' arsingle plan,. nqt under.. single directive, but rather by teaching peoplewhat they must: do, -in their own interest. ,

:How we iriierpret our views of the 'world depends very much upon the
images-of .the wOrld:We a.:l.reacV possess. A very simple way of saying it is
there it no -sutti thing as-arwimmaculate perception.

.

',As-We;Orow.older.our lifetime collectiOn. Of images becomes more
complex. ..We retairr.the:images produced by our-eie):ier experiences and we
sTowly modify them':as')4.e deal with the world: o'c'.Siiiiietimes. we.spproach .anew situation withoUt;,realizing that' it is new' and We 'ire unaWarOthat our.
mental images are' ihaitequate to deal with' this new situation;

In this presentation I propose to show how thit*matter'Of inapp-ro-
priate images influences' continuing, education in two ways: through. the

.. planning procestfor continuing education itself, and by acting at*,.'a barrier.. for adult learners. In Project PROCEED, we are involved in adult continuing'
!education. In .each case,y as we consider these two ways that thefalte,.
images play a role, ,we will propose net. approaches lyased on

1-mant to consider the *problem of false images for edecational.°Plan
ners and then I will take up the impact of false images in adtileTearning.

0 ,

... Many educational planners in indust& and academia ..ha/e:their ideas
shaped' by prior experiences with academic institutions. They tend to de7.°'
vet op educational .programs by making them.as close an approximation to
acadethic systems as they can: Aqdr.they,:take it asegiven. that because of
many cons$raints in the industrial* tettin.g.they will belomeliow.Or other
-deficient:11) reproducing the academie system. They strive towards that
which tfiey.r.remember from an earlier experience, that is, a prcrfesg'or stand-ing in ft- of a classroom with notes, text,, a blackboard and students

Arecei e word." And in addition, quite often, particularly in industry,the, anne be: greatly influenced by the planning' process used r

e in, jnclustry. The planner will present hi,,s 'orher proposals in the
orm of. a "program." These two considerations .cause planners to invoke an

image corresponding to the first slide.



According to this slide, there are needs and resources. A pro-

gram is to be designed to apply the resources to=the needs.

As I said, this view reflects industrial practices where the con-
cept of a program as a management tool isulsed.

3here,are,:howeVer; sdme:very important deficiencies in the con-
ept of a '10.dgram!-fnan educational' situation. A progiamls.a useful

f anagerial,concept.:wheriever we are-quite sure 'whit it Iskwe want to do, ,

we can develbpameaningfUl schedule of activities, we, can predict the
resources re'quited.and the times at which they will be required. It is

useful_ to think ;of e'program" if we can agree on measures of accomplish-
, " 5

ment ari'd if wecan strongly influence motivations.
.

A program .is not a good managerial tool when we are in the process
of learning what'it is we want to do, when we cannot be sure.if we are
finished and we'hav6.onlya weak.influence' Over motivation. I want to
'argue that learning situations are not effectively managedivia programs.

I am aware4-of.cdurse, that there are Many fine educational pro-
grams offered by many)nstitutions, including the one with which I am
associated. But my experience'is that whenever an educational offering
becomes too strongly prdgraMmatic, it loses its freshneSs and other quali-
ties that-make it a valuable learning experience What I want us to do is

focus less on program and more on process'.

A programmatic approach to educatiOn relies upon a well-defined
schedule in which it is known in 'the first lecture what will be covered
in the twelfth. Indeed title final examination .and the quizzes.may all have

been written ahead of time:' A critic of the progr3mMatic'approach once
said to me, "The objective should not be to.cover the material, but to
uncover 1,t."

-
. .

.

ate"', There are times when a programmatic approach to education is justi-'
.

fled. For example,' ;during World War II housewiVes were turned into
,welders'in three we0S,time; -A program car, be used. for that sort of pur-
pose. * But if the objective is to prepare 'people better todeal with their
own situation, to comprehend what is goingon, then kprogram is not a
good approach.

1

DeVeloping the comprehension and skills required to act aCcOrding
to the reality that you perceiXOn your own local situation is a devel-
opnental process.' Wliat.hai?Pens At-one stage will depend very greatly on

what has .gone before, ,,There therefore 0 required trade-off between,
'the control .exei-CiisOle in a program and the personal development, under-
standingrand.creati've competencies which will develop when process is
emphasized.

I (don't want to belittle he importance of'programs as managerial
tools to accomplish things in. industry=. I have used them many times my-
self. When the major task is not directed towards learni4 but towards
doing, as in the.erection of a building, the assembly of 'a product or,the
establishment of a factory, a programmatic approach is probably the most
efficient way to conserve resources and.get a job'done on time.
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iW I want to proent a different image.

ORGANIZATIONS

(THEIR, "NEEDS"

AND ."BARR I ERS")

PEOPLE .IN. THE

:ORGANIZATIONS.'

(THEIR. "WANTS"

AND " IMAGES")

POTENTIAL RESOURCES

WORK ASSIGNMENTS

COMPANY EXPERTS

VENDORS

LIBRARY .& PUBLICATIONS

CONSUltThti,TS

05ALIINIVERS I TY

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY

SLIDE 2

We begin by recognizing that we:are Abaling with both the organiza-
tion and the peolile in the organizatiQn; we also deal with many potential
resources. Thelorganization has hpeils:as expressed by the managementand
internal baOriers to getting things.done. The people -kn. the organiiaiion
have their own wants, their own desires and they have their own images of
the %rid in which they live. The potential resources'for learning are,
work assignments within the company itself: company experts who know
specialIzed information, vendors who often are sources of information,
libraries, publications, consultants, local universities and national uni-
versipes-A-n I put them in that order for good reaso0s.

In this last figure we have replaced the simplp:concept of needs
OthtwoIorganizationalcohcepts, the organizational needs and the wants of,the people.
1A2pAmOoriant to keep in mind that while an organization may have a need,
the people in the organization often have different needs. It's a rare
organization that can assure that at every moment the aspirations of the
,people in the company coincide with the needs and aspirations of the manage-
ment. It is this distinction that creates a bureaucracy:( Note too that
we have replaced the concept of "resource" with alist of potential re-
sources. This diagram is not yet complete. We'have not indicated what
replaces a prograM. In the next diagram we replite "program" by two
processes.

A negotiation process is inserted between the managers of the
organization and the 'people in the organization, additionally we insert a
proce4 of collective action amongtthe three: organization, people and
potential resources.
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When we talk with the:managers,and'44..them about the needs of
their organizations they are apt tqfdl.scust such things as their concern
over the speed with which the competition is adopting new designs, the

impact of competitors oh their-inapstry, the impact of government regula-
tion's covering safety, toxtcity, energy consumption and so forth. And

what they want, or at least what they say they want,, is an educational,

program. They want something with a beginning and an end, an .educational

program which will take care of these difficulties. A program to instruct

the .engineers on'hOw to do their jobs better.

-

if.You talKWith the engfneers.theY.often describe the barrier$ to

what'they,knOw. They talk.0.outthecompany procedures that pre!-

vent them from doing their jobs, from,,talking freely to consultants,'and'

of'Conflicting demands. ,onthem by their managers. They identify new

skillt and knowledge Of which they have becoMeaware but haven't yet '

learned: They'haVe:a different view of themOrld. We detect quite a diver-

gence between what the engineers and workers-think is important, and what

the bosses think is important. Each worker. also brings to the factory

personal problems, ambitions, and impretsions of what ought'tcybeAone.
Loyal workers who put the interest of the company before their. own probably

still exist, although I don't think there are very many of them.

In the modern corporation, no one. relies on this kind of devotion.

People do derive pleasure from this work however, and it's been my experi-

ence that if we can show peoPle how to do their work better they will

respond. But often they do not really know what constitutes -"better" and

they need credible cluesfrom the management. They are often acutely aware

of the institutional barriers. in the company. which prevent them from doing

their work as wellas they could, and'many engineers will refer to the

politiCization of the situation in which they must work.'

I am reminded' of a story I once heard from R.J. Miller at the time

he was-President of the fordMotor CoMpany and I was visiting. him on behalf

of Dartmouth College. He said,'".I.was walking through the plant the other

day and talking to an engineer who was designing a steering assembly on a

Ford truCk I asked hi a about changing the design to make it safer and he

pointed out to me.tha'it,would increase. the cost of that.particular assem

bly. by 35 cents. 'I told him that that's a small price to pay for the in

creased safety and protection of the company against damage suits. and so

\forth." Then RA. Miller said,to me, "You know, when I left that fellow

realized that he had been with the company.for 30 years and for 30 years
,people have been telling him, get the cost down. He's seen Presidents.

Come and,,go and I am pretty sure it's going to take alot more thri my t

with him 'to get him to do what's good for-the company."

In other words,the people in' the company think they know what will

get them promoted and they need credible information from the management

if the rules have changed. So we have inserted a negotiation process be-
.

tween the organization operator, its bosses and the engineers.

This.negotiation Is not to be confused with the wage negotiations.

such as might precede a strike. Rather, it's a negotiation to help the

top management understand the institutional barriers to the application of
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knowledge which they themselves may have unknowingly put in place, to under-
stand the Motivations,which drive the engineers and the other workers. In
turn, from the negOtiations-the engineers will learn of the organizations'
needs and how to adjust 'their demands to those needs.

To the extent that the workers want to become more valuable in the
organization and thereby get better paid, have better security, and ad-
vance their status and so on, they will probably (and I say "probably" with
high probability) adjust their demands for education to conform to what
will pay off in the company. But they must be convinced of the company
needs and the sincerity of the organization with respect to these needs.

If you ask engineers in industry what they think their needs are,
most of them will talk in terms of getting the equivalent of an MBA be-
cause in a very large part of American industry the route to success is
not in higher technology and technical competence, but on the supervisory
ladder.

The engineers need to be convinced of .the company needs and the
sincerity of the management with respect to these needs. The negotiation
process is supposed to bring about an education of both parties: It may
be necessary to use a consultant to help to make these negotiations more
effective. Because of the hierarchical nature of most organizations, it's
difficult if not impossible for the organization itself to initiate the
necessary negotiation process. A senior vice-president would find it
impossible to convene a group of subordinates and say, "Let's level with
one another." There is no way that he could develop a sense of trust
that would bridge this gap. They would constantly be saying, "What does
he really mean, and if I contradict him will he in some subtle way cut me

-down later?"

4
There is just no way that you can create this mutual trust in a

typical hierarEhical organization without outside help. In all organiza-
tions there are continuous struggles for dominance, usually carried out

.under rules well understood but seldom discussed. The competition for the,
limited number of positions of real power goes on all the time and within
bounds it's probably important to the health and vitality of the organiza-
tion, but it gets in the way of the negotiation process.

So the introduction of a new negotiation process can be threaten-
ing and for this reason two elements seem necessary. One is that there
has to be an outside consultant and the other is there must be the support
of top management. If there aren't those two, don't bQther. Once the
organization and its people have come to a better understanding of their
needs, barriers and images, one can link up to the potential educational
resources. We emphasize the word potential, because too many institutions
look instinctively to the universities for help, hoping to take off the
shelf courses of instruction that they need.

Rather than discuss the development of collective action in ab-
stract terms, I am going to describe the experience of Bertrand Schwartz,
in setting up a system in Francefor teaching statistics.
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The client.organization.was a large corporation.witbmany factories
scattered around the. country. The head, of the corporation was concerned
because he knewhis people didn't use much statistics. If the approach

along the lines of that. first slide had been used, that is, to apply re-
sources to needs by means.of a program, then :a course of lectures would
have been set .up at a central 'place, say Paris. The best. professors in

statistics would have been selected and engineers would have been sent for
six- weeks orHone tonth or whatever, given a crash course in statistics'
and sent back to tike factory.

Instead, acting on the advice. of'Bertrand Schwartz, the head of
the company tearched foranl found in the plants sevenengineers who al-.
ready knew statistics. They had studied it in universities, but because
Of various reasons. within:the company they were not applying.it. These
engibeers were assigned to meet at a centrallocatioh about once a month
far a couple of days to discuss among themselves.what to teach and. how to
teach it. They. began:by seletting a book on statistics which,in their view,
contained .the ideas needed by. the organization. They:diAded.the book in-
to sections. Each engineer took a, few sections and found examples from
the factory where the methods. and ideat-cOuld be applied. They met regular-
ly, they talked by telephone, then reported their progress, they talked
with their consultant. In thit way, in about.a year they developed anew
book built around the problems of their industry aimed at their own prob-.
lems emphasizing the techniques Which.they, out of their experience.and
knowledge,' found helpful.

The professor of. statistics. from the university, acting,as con-
sultant,helped them to interpret..thetheory whenever they found the need ,

ormheneyer.they couldn't handle/the particular'problem. So. at the end of

the first year they had compiled their own: notes for a textbook.

In the second year each of the seven engineers served as the in-.
structor for about ten engineers at each of the seven plants. The 70
students were given notebooks and asked to search for more examples. In

this way they discovered new examples and found places where.the book had
to be rewritten. At the end of the second year therefore, they had trained
70 engineers plus the original seven.

In the third year the president of the company asked each of the
plant managers, to report to him what uses he and his workers were making
of statistical methods now that they had a skeleton work force. This

produced a flood of applications to study statistics and they had no
trouble filling up the seven classes with engineers who wanted to know,
more.

* 0
In aaition, the managers asked for help themselves. They were

now faced with a very difficult problem. They didn't want to sit in the

classes with the engineers because they had grown rusty. They didn't

want or need that kind of education. They were ashamed to expose how

little they knew about these kinds of things. Of course, they knew other
kinds of things but they had forgotten many skills. Their new skills re-
sulted from the competitive situations to which they were exposed.'
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The consultant helped the seven leaders to devise short courses
with different objectives especially developed for the managers. The ob-
jective was to show where and how statistical methods could be applied,,
but not to develop skill. For example, reports prepared by the engineers
were reviewed and discussed.as part of the manager's course.

It then developed that the workers in the assembly line, especially
the foremen also wanted training. They were upset by requests to repeat
so many measurements. They thought they were being insulted. So a special
short course with different objectives was laid out for the workers and
especially for the foremen. Naturally the objectives of this course were
set through negotiations and discussed with the foremen. So at the end of
the third year the companyshad a work force which contained 150 engineers
with a working knowledge of statistics, a staff of about seven who had ex
pert knowledge of statistics and in Addition, most of the foremen and
managers had been exposed to a statistics appreciation course. After that
no special efforts were needed. Many people started going on'thelr own
for advanced work at the university.

This example of the introduction of a technology to a hierarthy
shows that there are four levels which need to be served differently.
There are the managers who need a survey course which will enable them to
understand what the engineers are dbing, even'if they themselves can't do
it, and equally important, what kinds of support the engineers need fn
order to get on with their work so that the managers do not become part
of the barrier. Men theft are the. Specialists who need to be in communi-
cation with specialists in the university. Only a small specialist staff
is required. It can be involved, in the company in teaching, in research
and In donsultatioh. It is theAktup for which some "off the shelf" uni-
versity courses'may well be, most useful. Then there are the engineers who
nee to be taughtjproUghthe.Work:I The theory they learn should be

ped in the dantext.6f the apply cations they are expected to make.
They will Teeth best%if;they:are paft'O-the effort to discover the appli-
Cations and t6-improve 'how tfte methods'-ire implied in contrast to merely

;J:14rning -how it bas bgen done by others. And then there are the workers,
.especially the foremen who need to be given a qualitative understanding
of what is being done so that they can assist the-engineers using the new
.technology.

'

In developing these four levels, a collective action can thus be
initiated in which the specialists, the managers, the engineers, the fore-
men 'and the consultants all play a role. There are quite .a few negotia-
tions between the management and the engineersto establish the importanCe
as viewed by the management and of the barriers as seen by the engineers.

Then negotiations need to be held,between the teachers and students to see
that the objectives are each consistent with one another. And then between
the managers and workers to'establish new rules in the event the technology
affects them.

Sometimes when a technology is very new as for example, with micro-
processors, it may be necessary to hire an outside instructor. In'such a
case it's helpful to use two teachers, one from the factory who knows how
to make applications and a teacher from the university.
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Of course, if the teacher from the university has been acting at. a''
consultant and has a reasonable repetoire of problems taken from factory
work, if you can get someone like Elias Gyftopoulos, for example, to teach
energy conversion, it may not be necessary to use two teachers. But there
are few academic consultants who really understand how things are done in
a factory or industry. It's always advisable totpair the academic with the
-practitioner because the problems of aPPliCations, of getting things done
in a particular company,.tend to be unique.

We dwell on this consideration because one of the central problems,
of learning is transference, that is, the ability to transfer concepts from
one application to another. It's tempting for teachers:to teach only con-
cepts. These are most easily organized for teaching purposes and it's
relatively easy for a teacher to develop a seof given problems, (That is,
"given this, find that.") These problems illustrate how, concepts link to .

one' another. However, while this approach is easiest foeAhe teachers, and
is probably well suited to teaching fundamentals, it leaves out of account
the question of how to apply concepts in real life situations where nothing
is "given." Most students are unable to apply their knowledge to the systems
they encounter in their work. .So often in industry, engineers simply do not
and cannot apply most of what they have been taught. After al1, life doesn't
"oiVe" problems. You have to go and get them. I am reminded of a movie I
once saw on energy that showed a coal .mine'with a coal miner standing in
front of it. Somebody asks the miner, 41Where does coal come from?" and he ,

says, "It doesn't, you have to go and get

Now, let's talk a little bit about the specialized problem of the
adult learner. For adults to be interested the instruction shoilld be prob-
lem centered and, if possible, centered on problemS which come directly
from the work they expect to, do.

Adults also want to participate in their insthuction. They want
their educations to be useful, useful on the job, useful in their personal
lives.

On the other hand, teachers have their own needs. They like to be
able to illustrate the things in a subject that they find interesting.
They want to develop in the students the same'appreciation for the subject
they have themselves. They are very much affected by the history of

mathematics. In early Egyptian times, when geometry was just being devel-
oped, one of the students asks, "What good is this?" the teacher says to
his slave, "give him a coin, he needs always to have some use for what he kt
learns."

This liberal learning tradition which despises the utility of knowl-,
edge has had enormous impact on.the teaching profession and in many subtle
ways you find professors promoting that view of knowledge. But, adults don't
go for that. Adults and engineers on the job want to know how to make use
of what they are taught.

In the classroom the needs and desires of the students and the
teachers, therefore, do not always coincide. For example, teachers have
limited time and would like to be able to use examples from previous lec-

tures.
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a.

But teachert' and students can have a common purpose and it is with
respect to the best way to achieve that purpose that they should negotiate.
Their mutual purpose should be to develop in the student the competence to
deal with the problems the students face. And'if the learning is to be
successful, teadheffand student need to agree on what this competence en-tails. That's why I spoke earlier of'the inadequacy of the programmatic
approach to education. If you have a program,it's not possible to negotiate ,with the student. A program provides a utakejt orleave-itH proposition
and the record shows 97 percent of the adultsleaVe--"it. Only about.3 per-cent of the adult population eligible for continuing education actually par-.ticipates.

The students and teachers have Ao agree not only on the competence
but how it will be developed. They have to negotiate the level of compe-
tence, the degree of autonomy the student should seek to develop, and the
ttyle,of instruction with which the teacher will attempt to °develop these
capabilities in the student.

Both the :teacher and student have an important role to play because
they each have different needs and different constraints. It's through a
negotiation process that they come out with Ahe best thing to do for a par-
ticular group of students with a particularteacher in a particular setting.

There are several levels of .competence on which the teacher and
' student might agree. For example, they'might agree that what the student
is to develop is the ability to understand what is going on when an expert
in a field renders advice. Another level would be the ability to. solve
timple problems that have been §pi; that is, standard simple problems in
the particular field of inquiry,.Or they might agree to develop ..a higher
level, the ability to .work 'routine problems in the field including the
ability to extract a problem statement from an unstructured situation, the
ability to find theitr on problems. At an even higher level, they-might
aim for the ability to work advanced problems in the-field including the
ability to develop methods specific to the circumstances. And for the
highest level they might aspire to the ability to push back the frontiers
of knowledge in the field.

.Now, these .are different kinds dW9qpiRet
. and.jt's important,

particularly with adults, that fthere be an underSOfid409 and a good agree -meet, obtainekvia negotiattdnetWeen the teachers 'and', students, con-
cerning the level of. competency they-tesh to itOin. Andr1,4:0# case,
this ability ,is visualizeCas'being wit4000,re 4, that
is, more or less autonomously. Each level of papabi lAtY le< veloped
in such-a way as to require supervision or to be neurWai

The teachers cannot impose thetegoals on
/Also,since aspirations change as the students learn more d 'ct they

cannot just negotiate at the first class meeting and every-
thing is fixed. During every encounter wittrstudents .'may be a need
for negotiations as student ideas change: -Of course; if there are many
"students in the class and only one instructor, it's evident that the instruc-
tor can't cater to very many different objectives,a1I at once. To the ex-
tent that the instructor tries-to teach each person individually the work
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load increases enormously. Since well rehearsed lectures given year atter
year cannot. be used, costs will rise. A skillful negotiator can use the
negotiations as part of the learning process. These considerations put
an upper limit on the student faculty ratio for successful continuing educa-
tion and automatically sets minimum costs.

- -

Now, let me say a few words about false images in the learning.
We have talked about the consequences of,inappropriate images on the part
of educational planning. We have given what we believe to be a more appro-
priate image and demonstrated how it leadg to an approach which differs
very greatly from the usual academic program. I, might mention here that

at M.I.T. we have developed a'teries of video tapes on these ideas which
-swe'of you may wish ito.see. I interview Bertrand Schwartz in three tapes.
The first tape is called "Seven Barriers to- Continuing Education." He

gives a list of seven problems adults face when they comb into the class
'room and what can bel done about them. The second tape is called "Why
Continuing Education Is So Inefficient, and What To Do About It." The talk
that I am giving yo today has come fm that tape.-ro

The third ape is especially interesting to me because itaks,
When continuing e pcation comes to the university, what must challb?" I

haVe mentioned the e tapes because it is clear to me now, having been in
both academia and industry, that we cannot look 'to universities as they are
now constituted and operate for satisfactory solutions to continuing educa
tiod,Troblems in these national programs. Some universities appreciate
this fact and have created' centers for continuing education. Often.they
are remote from the "real" university capRps and'function entirely by them-
selves. In this way they often have a

.

aster chance of being responsive
-,..,,,,,,,,A

to the real needs of adults, but unfortUt1tely, being disconnected from
the centers of learning and research, they also run the risk of not being
near the frontiers of learning and knowledge.

As I said, adult learners come to the learning experience with :a
lifetime collection of impressions of how the world around them works.
Unfortunately, many of our educational practices are based upon experiences
with the young and naive who, in their wide-eyed innocence, seem to accept
what the teachers say.

For:examOle, one of the difficulties,in teaching the children of
the ghetto.is that while they may be ignorant; they are no longer wide-
eyed irinocents. They already know enough to reject anything. they cannot
use to their advantage. s' They face real, live problems. They are not so
protected against life's problems. When they are in school if what they
are being taught doesn't relate to the real world that they know is out
there they reject it. Perhaps if the children of the ghetto were very well
behaved we would perceive that teaching them Isn't,that much different from
teaching adults. At any rate adults already know70 lot and what they are
taught must either square with what they know Or what they know must be
changed. So the first stage of adult learning often needs to be an explora-
tion of the images the students already have., .

Adult learners are not blank sheett Of'paper. They are already
filled quite often with false images.
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Now in the technical fields where the students may be expectethto
hve a good acquaintence with fundamentals we'should,Anticipate fewer false
images, but even here iif! must be careful. For example, if you try to teach
relativity to someone who has been steeped in Newtonian mechanics for 20
years you will find that it's a very tough job.

Intellectually,PeoPle cin say the apparent velocity of light is
'independent of the speed of the observer, but most people trained in
Neititonian methods don't believe it They are stuck with an plea and they
have great difficulty changing it.

Or, if you try to teach quantuM mechanical prihciples to someone
who studied classical physics for a dozen'years it's difficult. They
can't get over the notion that you can't observe something without disturb-
ing it or you can't postulate even in your head both *sition and velocity
of a particle.

Or you may try to get a frequentist in probability theory to .under-
stand the meaning of Bayes equation.- It can't'be done. Iknow, I have
been trying it for 15 years.

Or try to teach a group which has previously specialized in analogue
controls to design a digital control system.

Unless you have tried to do these things you may take too lightly
the significance which prior images have on subsequent-learning. And if
there are problems with false images in physical sciences, imagine what the
barriers must be in the.social sciences and hbmanities where the discourse
is not so precise and dtfferences in mental images may persist between two
people unnoticed for'long periods of tjme, emerging bnly when, it's necesr
sary to take a particular line of action.

Now, continuing education is concerned with getting things done in
the environment in which the adults happen to be and therefore inescapably
linke4 to knowledge in the social sciences and expecially the behavioral,
sciences. In practice, we halm to be conce with supervisory skills,
0.ganizational behavior and the like. And these areas teachers simply'`
must allow time to exorcise false images.

We have used the w "images". Perhaps it would be better to say
"different images" because w are not able to say that one image is false
and another image is true. The best we can'say is that one image seems to
be more general than another,or more limited tn its applicability than
another.

When teaching children we have many techniques.that force the.
child to develop images similar to those of the teacher: drills, tests,
routine,assignments, workbooks in which the students fill in the Missing
words and diagrams. These are all techniques for programming the students
with the same images as the teacher. Given the relative physical.size of
student, teacher, the truant officer and given the fbrce oflaw, it's easy
to understand why this problem of differences in images doesn't trouble the
adult teacher with children. But with adults who can decide to stay away
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it is a very, very tough barri'er and can't be swept .under the rug. Adults

are different. They decide what to reject. They have no need to satisfy

the teacher's images. Children learn because they want*,to please the
teacher and bepuse they can't get out of school. Thie.are not problem-

oriented in thesense that they want to get spectftepleCeof knowledge
in 'order toi do somethiwthey want to do.

Very few children see school is:;',a,place to learn how to deal with

life'S problems. To them school is a place.to go to get ready to ga to

another,schoo hich won't accept them unless they have done well in the
first school. Bertrand Schwartz gave me a view of the education of chil-
dren in Fra ce which I think applies equally to .our own country. He'S'aid,

"I see two s reams of children. The fiftt stream comes to;school and
doesn't belie what the teacher'saySTdoesn't think school is important,
doesn't pay much attention, doesn't learn very much and is passed onllothe
next grade because the time has come to be passed onto the next grade. In

that next grade they don't recall much from the previous grade so what the
teacher says doesn't make any more sense. ;:,They go on that way passing
from grade to grade and at the earliest opportunity they leave school.
Then they go to get a job which doesn't require education. That proves to

them that they were right. They really didn't need the education in the
.first place.

"The other, group believes what the teacher says, tries to learn and
has an advantage in the next year. They relate better to the teacher be -.
cause they are now the best students and they have reinforced their behavior,
they continue willingly and they go as far as they can in education. They
they get jobs for.which education is required and that proves to them that
they were right."

These two streams exist side by side in French and American society.
But if something, happens in society that requires re-education then there is.
just no way that you can persuade that first group that going back to school
is the way to meet life's problems. And they are the most numerous group.

In our society we have made it easier to'sta3On school than to go
to work. Therefore"manY people stay in school and get passed along. They

really don't believe what the' teacher says, but they learp how to.survive
and get grades. When they get out of school and go to work.they often dis-
cover that what they were taught in school gave them a nice backgrouncp but
doesn't obviously solve any of their problems.- Such people do not conceive
of going b ck to the classroom top solve real problems. If you send them
to a clas room in academia; as things now stand they will probably be con-
firmed their suspicion that it's riot a place to solve life's problems.

There is an exception. If 'adults enroll in a degree progilm they

may consider that the degree is very important. They will then jump all

of the hurdles you put in frant of them in order to get that degree. This

is a return to a.childhood' retation to education, and is not a healthy .

situation.

Adults will be ready to learn when they feel thatAlat they are
offered will help them with their prohlems, as they underStand them. Other-
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Wis4e'ihey. have betterthipgs to do with their time4y,..That's an imPOrtant.''..,constraint for anyboW.wlio is going to design a continuing education pro-,...gram.

So these two problems of adult learners, motivation.and prior
images, present the teipcher with 'new situation which 'cannot be resolvedwith .recourse to practices that have alreadY'lieen used with children. Theadults, will stay away. It takes negotiation and discussion as a built-inpart of the process.

One more thing. Teaching,adults to function more effectively' in
their places. Of. work requires attention to factors that do not occur inthe teaching of.Young people. To keep their attention, the focus...must-be
on the development of competenee to do things which they ,find ugeful'intheir daily lives. These cannot be predefined1* ttieteachers:' They haveto. be defined by the students.

The most useful way to determine the competencies required is,to
s't'art with the problems of the work -place and these problems are.,both tech-nical and institutional . So we haye to have involvement, if not; Of. the
bosses, of461ipie who have studieCthe institution and the ottaniz4tion
and the prop ems of applying knowledge: Consultants can helptb develop
the processes of negotiation, but in"the end tkkgorganization has to take
on itselftthe_ responsibility for defining its own prOblems.-

.In"Successfulr-continuing education we must niApnly teach knowl-
ed4e but how to appl?knowledge, and in teaching-how tO apply knowledgewe have to take into account the realities off'sthe work-place..

These principles have been used in our approach to the development
of Project PROCEED and I hope that i,n the future .discussions of the Project
you will be able to see clearly how these ptinciples have been used in
guiding our development.

Thank you.



alrieri.arudiuir
EFFECTIVE METHODS OF DELIVERING APPROPRIATE INFORMATION:;'
A STATUS REPORT

Last weeks I had.t60 'pleasure zfo spend' some time at an M.I.T.
Meeting in tiew York City c4110.11he Energy..thallenge, the Management of.Uncertainty." This was .a11-M:IJ.,-sjimposium for corporate decision-makers
held in, ,conj,unction with theif,Industni al. Li afion Program. Anethe Alumni

.Center; of New , York. At..that meeting there were seVeral.,PaperS reviewingthe,*oblems eif,,the U.S. energy ,s.itUation,:a problem which we have seen,
and4S'.WeJave seen thiS MOrning, whiOh stems from the fact that We as a
natiOrecinsume too much 'energy., We consume too much of the energy we
consuMe in the form of oil. and' gas, and given our production and conversionoptionS, too much oil' is, and Will. be imported and in the future too much
gas will be imported.

Obviously, the oYerall solution to the probreni has several dimen-
sions.-.,,We must reduce some consumption growth rates. We must raise
domesti5:oil production. We must l'fse' domestic gas production.. :We:must
con' rt to alternate sources such at...coal, and nuclear energy. We must.
minimize e- Adversg ecoliOmieimpact ori:.the',:conswi!er: We must develop; *other
alternate satircos;-,sUOv'at Shale gaS and...fusion power and we
must conform ..c.0 *realistic ,.timetables and orchestrate, all of the above
factors: based *On,teehnofogY. lead. times and economic fffictges:..
sympoSium.was held, December...8th New York City. IV, day .;befote, Energy
Secretary James, R...Schlesinger.thet in the city with.theCenfeience Board,i' .

a meeting with abotit'.400: key ,bUSinessmen.-

The Conference Board is anon- profit organizAtiOn TwhiCh seek& t
promote broader understanding of business and check Matteri:::::

At that meeting the Energy:Secretary warned of severe' economic, :::
trauma of,tfie sort we have not witnessed in this country since'thegreat..
depres000-f4the energy problem were not quick(ly.considered to be a key., .,
factor ,In.ithe reordering of our total` economy.

The Secretary indicated -that 'thi 19.80s could bring massive unem,;.
pItOent, accelerated inflation and an iMpossibly large balance of paymeht-
deft/0 t that would undermine, perhapp.;...the entire political system-of 'the
United States. As he put it, this it, a chronic problem not a crisis.. The
fundamental question is no longer.what to do; the problem is getting serious
about i.t. In spite of that call for al:serious program, Secretary Schlesinger
pointed out that for the next few y,ears.it was his prediction that there
would be little change in the nation' s ftiel mix .reasonably .stabli-oi 1
prices would continue, there would be somewhat higher natural gas prices,} an
a gradual diminishing of the.supply of natural gas. available to industry:

The first point wish to make is that in both of these conferences
we find this ,,chronic Problem does not allow for any immediate or simplisticsolutions, On the other hand, a 'general conclusion of all 'of the confer= '
ences and analyses seems to be the necessity to change peOple's and
organizations' behavior. If we could. change pepplels:behayior toward con-
servation, if we could change attitudes toward relatively minor in.yestrts.
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in energy efficient space heating and transportation- systems,: if ,We. could' ..

change private sector attitudes and promote more adoption of, enr,gy effi-
cient manufacturing,' if we could generate. programs of regional cooperation,
we would dramatically.:'change the overall 'rate of enArgy, consumption in the
United States. Indeed we would no longer have the spector of crises of
the 1980's awaiting us. ,

I emphasized the phrase "change in behavior," .since this is
. _exactly the psychologists definition 'of learnAg. It therefore seems to,

me that the chronic energy, problem has at its .core an .education problem.
A systegi is needed in which- we can quickly and efficiently transfer intel3i7- ,'-.:'

gence related to actions to be taken, in this energy area and in other future ..
. shock problem areas,. , - .. , . .°

,.

. . . ,

.

When one 'mentions... this 'approach,,,more .often than not the reactsion
that we can't wait that long. Education and training' are long range

solutions and this is...a serious problem now .41. wish to- .advance the general.
',thesis that effectiye methods of delivering 'appropriate information are
increasingly practical . New methods. are aval,lable now. .They are increas-
ingly cost effective. They can help generate. a 10. leaderhip position
that, not only helps to solve the energy 'ProbleM bbt also :is a positive con-
tribUtion 'to v'Our balanCe ,of payments prohlems4 and given appropriate federal'.
leaders hi p it. woul d actually be possible to 1 aufloti...in: Ener.gy Education
Manhattan Project, which could..solve.the .chronic energy -problem by 1984.

Over the past seVerai months My own organization has been' making
a study of alternate technologies which could be used tedeliver the, con-
tent of a national energy education prOgram. Obviously; mbile'Print mediiim...,

,remains
and

effective and ..cost efficient delivery meChnism, multi-'
.media and computers are each year;4dyancing 11'C-their' effectivenest and,. °

tapability. The role of the 'Computer. in both the, classroom and the indus-
trial learning center continues to expand rand~ expand rapidly: From'pioneei"-.-
ing support by the National Science .Foundati on in' the 1960s the number- of,
computers used for instruction has gr,Own to the 'point that toda. almost ,twO.-°.,,

students in the United States now'. have access' to. system anif:cii.urseS
at''SChools and universities and training ,centers across the nation,

At the same new audiovistiat media such as laser video diSk.
-systems, hold..proMise sfor 1 ow.,cost infOrMation centers in the 1980s
order to evaluate the status Of these media' and. evaluate the licissibility. of
computer tracking and 'diagnosis of achievement and..MOKlule selection, ka,
survey was made of the state-of-art of various alternate 'technologies to
print.

I will briefly review some of these :important technologies and hoW
.

they may relate to the PROCEED system. ",

The first, Slide* we see the nuMeri cs '83. This happens to. be tiN
business address in Highland Park, New Jersey;cbut more importantly. this

* Dr. Brudner's slides: were in color and could not all be reproduded i
s Set pf:groceedings eccinoini call
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is.the read -Gut fi-pm:ihree of the six digital indicators of a Texas Instru-
ment 1206 pocpjt When I explored digital -read -outs te6 yeart
Ago we had to spend a6out $60 to produce a single Nixi-tube read -out and
power supply or about $480 for an eight diglt read-out.

. ., The TA.: 11200 cah4.noW-be purchased. or abou07: and of that, only:
about 48. Cents' goes into the.'cbst of:the'read-out.

The pojntis that in a single decade the cost of reading out 333
it one-tenth iine percent of what it Wat ten years ago. In other words,
within one 'decade it is ver3/:,possible for technology to change the cost
effectiVeness of a system by a factor of 1,000 or equivalently 100,000
percent.

t
,

Keep' in4nd that most financial' people, as we have. heard this
morning and economis'ps,-think a 'few hundred percent, is an excellent re-
turn ih equivaleht tle!periods.

.

1 .

I believe tht there Areotechnologies thatare now in late stage's
of development or early pages offpflet production where equally as sig-;.
nificant,changes will occur in the next decade.

For example, there now exists, a process for creating modified
vinyl.°0m. The flip, is embos'ged with literally billions of bits of etched
information, etcheOntelligence, and is produced at the Thompson C.S.F.
Corporation in FranCe as part of its video disk system, the TTV 3600. This
is ;system for optical recording and read-out of video signals on a laser
videet:dfsk. Most of you have heard about the. Philips MCA System. How-
ever,--fOrinstructional and educational use it may be the Thompson CSF
SysterdOet is.more appropriate. This is because. they have stressed the
'education and training markets in developing their system's concepts.
Work began in 1968, as you see, and like.the Philips MCA System they'have
a solution,to the problemAfflhigh density, video and data-storage. The
disk achieves fast random and inexpensive duplication.

For the reporting, we produce a software medium which is exposed to
virtually no mechanical con act and therefore just about zero wear. For
the%optical videb disk, ad it4onal advantages are slow frameor stop frame

without time restriction.

,

Slow motion, fast motion and longnformation storage live on the
disk and literally unlimited storage,life of-the informati60(cm the.stampers
that are used to make-the'disks.

.

.
,

. Y

1- Thfire is now direct recording of frequency,modulated video signalg
on the engrIved tracks that make,up.this disk. The disk revolves at 1,500
0Mhin Europe, based on their 50 cycle per second AC current,at about
'Apo RPM'in the United States with 60 cycle AC current. The engineering
preproduction prototypes shown of the Tompson CSF player'has many controls, ,

but only to allow-fOr all of the instructional adjustments or complex modes
described earlier in some of the papers, such as Myron Trib6s1 review:

The production model;, however, will have'only three controls.'.
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0
twitnessed the test of this unit in the United States two weeks ago, and)

pointed out that a. continuous spiral track, spiraling inward on side A,
the top. surface of the disk, and starting from the inside and spiraling
outward on side B, would allow fOt a continuous recording of our informa-.
tion on. the ThoMpson CSF disk. Thit is possible since the later beam.can
befoCussed at either of the two surfaces in spite of the transmissional
nature of the system.. The length and'spacing of the micro -pits, as they
are called, that are engraved on the plattic, varies in. accOrdance wfth.the-
.Fm Modulation of the video signal. If you think of an area the size ofa'
pinhead-there are about one million micro-pits in this area

Each revolution of the ditk corresponds to one televislOn frame.
I have information relating to the disk prOductitm technique,' but I.will
not cover that here. SufficeAt to say that the process very much resembles
:conventionaivinyl,audio recordmaking, and the materials cost of producing'
a video disk in large quantities, say over 1,000 copies,'run about 60 cents.

These are.some systems diagrams of the process.

(See slides l and 2.)

This is video intelligence detection and for balance I do also
want to describe the Philips MCA laser video disk system which is quickly
approaching production stages at a former Magnavox plant in the United
States. 3This system is quite similar to the Thompson CSF one It is the
better known system. It works on a reflection principle instead of a trans-
mission principle through the disk.

The quality of video_presentation.in both these systems enables
reaching the theoretical maximum quality,Of our NTSC television trans
mission sySteM. In other words, cne generates a literally perfect tele=.
vision picture with either of these systems.

I would now like to move.on.to the computer side Of our review.
If we begin, looking at a 'Sperry Rand. UNIVAC Computer. System,' we can get soMe
idea of 'Where we are and:where'we are heading:in the area of computer
systems.: If you ad)cl up all of the computers in the United. States the num-
ber is quickly approaching 100,000: The total dollar value of these systems
is about $3Tbillion. This infers that the average electronit data pro-
cessing systeM and.its pheripherals costs about $370,000. I. believe' there .

is every reason to believe that the newly emerging integrated circuit tech-
nology shown in maritime in the next series of slides will produce an equi-.
valent computer system utilizing shiCtechnology and bubble,or disk memories
or combinations Of both for about $1,000 or less within the next decade..-!
We have one from ,bbxes to cards to chips.. From small scale integrated
circuits, as the trade'refers'to, the technology, to medium size integrated
circuits, to large scale integrated circuits in.the past decade.

The compu1,2r system of the future that'I am referring to, could
and probably will be owned by just about every graduate engineer who is
interested in.continuing his education,
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If we look at where computers are impacting on management and dis-
semination systems at present, we first see the newly developed computer
controlled typewriters. Keep in.mind the IBM Slectric unit was developed
with computer control in mind. IBM has successfully modeled the office of
the future around the so-called technique of word processing as it applies
to the generation of printed text.

Project PROCEED will probably utilize this'approach in 1978, next
year, for it's initial module developing production.

With instructional computers we possess the 'capabilities of multi-
media delivery systems and computer managed instruction. The professor is
backed up by a large amount of instructional-content on audio tapes, slides,
film strips, single concept films, TV tapes, workbooks, etc'. And evem
communication systems are adjunct to the overall learning composite. These
systems ).e called computer managed instructional systems, since the com-
puter system concerns itself largely with the administration of learning..

The Westinghouse PLAN* System (Program for Learning in Accordance,
with Needs) was the first national CMI System with data processing for
thousands of students spread out at dozens of locations inthe United States,
all taking place overnight at the Measurement Research Center in Iowa City.

0

The computer tutor or CAI System is, more familiar;*for example,
the Plato systerm,, Computer networks are growing very rapidly as sophisti-
cated terminals are being developed.. A key develOpment*is the fact that
more and more students in the United States are becoming computer literate.
Indeed, reasonable, (I stress the R) reasonable computer literacy will
quickly become the fourth R in education in the 1980s' Consider the
Philadelphia School System in this presentation prepared by the Bell System
for its corporate account executives. Bell and AT&T represents a company
which has developed a short presentation you are about to see with enlight-
ened self-interest in mind.

[The-audio transcription of the presentation follows.]

There is an American city where computers enhance the learning
effectiveness of thousands of elementary and secondary school
pupils every semester. A city where children learn.at their own
best speeds, basic skills in reading, mathematics, science, 9

business and social sciences. A city where children are computer
literate. The city is Philadelphia, typical of large urban school
systems across the country.' Cost-conscious, budget-tight, actively
and continuously searching for ways to do more.for the pupils at
less cost per pupil. Teachers and students express overwhelming'
support for the added effectiveness coMputers provide.

"Computer-Based Learning.Systems refer to the various means by
which the.computer is used to enhance the instructional process.
They enable students to work at their own rate of speed, assuring,
each student the education best suited to his or her needs. They

do free the teacher, frotproutine clerical tasks allowing them more
time to work with the individual student."
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Dramatic pioneering strides have been made through the competence
and vision of educators such as Dr. Sylvia Charp, Director of
Instructional Systems for the School District of. Philadelphia.

"The demands of computer programming reinforce desirable mathe-
matical methods such as organizing information, analyzing pro.-

cedures, systematically checking arswers, and finding the errors.
It allows the students to explore mathematical concepts. The
students'use the computer as a tool to help achieve the various 4.

objectives of mathematics and science. Simulations are of special..
interest to both mathematics and science teachers especially as
they illustrate concepts which cannot be done ,in the classroom."

The School. District of Phila elphia became involved with the coM17
puter in 1966. It is now e orsed by the National Council of.
Teachers pf Mathematics, an the curriculum had been revised to
include computer usage. Mathematics is now only one of its many
applications.

"Test results doshow that the use of the computer does enhance
learning. We wish to make students Computer Literate. In our
school system students in the 8th and 9th grades in all of our
schools do have the opportunity-to become a computer literate to
understand the computer's role in their daily lives:.

Today's educators are looking upon the computer as a'highly effec-
tive teaching tool ... a way to extend their teaching-skills. The
Bell System recognizes the power of this medium .... and we are
ready now with systems to help you make use of Computer-Based
Learning in the most cost- effective way.

In conjunction with this program, Bell System has now prepared.an
overview for high school students on the subject of computer literacy and
literally millions of our high school seniors over the next year will be
exposed to basic or reasonable computer literacy concepts..

The next three illustrations show the network possibilities which
I, would rather not go into detail about here. We may use them at the
workshops.

As an aside there have also been dramatic developments in the
areas of computer animated graphics, and in computer control devices that
are also touched upon.

I would like to conclude with three sets of curves. The first
curve shows the market over the next three years, 1978, 1979, and 1980 for
what is coming. be called home computer units.'

(See slide 3.) 41
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Revenues of Home/Hobby Computers
Sold to Homes

1976 1977 1978 1979

Source: Manture Del.elopment

SLIDE 3

1960 1961 .

This market has already reached a level of about $703!mdllion a year. It

will grow just in the next three years to approximately $175 million a

year, roughly 150 percent growth. , /'

Yesterday's New Yerk Times financial section reference this spec-
tacular growing market:

(See slide4.)
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Worldwide MicrocoMputer Market

SLIDE 5

4 ;4: :114e, showing the overall grow.tli,.of the micro-computer
Market as ittS,expeqed,..to'..delielop over the next several. years. This brief
review has riatic04re.(1,iiecen:t develbpments in satellite and laser commu-
nication sySteMS ;,.::7kt..".§rOwing'l U. cable TV networks , in video cartridges ,
slow-scdi television;and:teveril. `other very significant areas.

I. do :return: tO, niy-Majdr=tilesi,S,, that these technologies can have
great si gnifi Otional chronic energy problem.

_ , For eXaMple,.juSel4St,:ye0k.,:tieause of our leadership in micro-
processOr large, scale i integrated .erfallt;-:technology, the United States
was able to 'generate, 4,..00.0'ii.66*.cg':cif payment contributing over $1
billion after eipOiting.. some -$3-1/2TfiilTion worth of equipment in this area.
Thus, not only:do theopOolltOdits to .build up a delivery system for
energy conseriati.40- inforpatipnzanOlternate energy systems , but at the
same time we.,,,rul ciffSet someof,,ttie':011-drain from the crude oil imports.
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Keep in mind that in 1949 there were 1Z computers in the United
States. By 1960 there were 6,000 computer systems, and now there are about
100,000. The rates of production and user are increasing dramatically.

Learning stations in industry or at some 'library center of the
future may well be an economic and' factual reality within the next decade.
As Lester Brdwn has put it, "We may be on the'verge of one of the great
discontinuities in human history. Those who think that the final quarter
of this century wil1.,be merely an extrapolation of the third will be.

'

seriously disillusioned." ;')
4 ,

Thank you
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Professor Lawrence B. Evans
PROJECT PROCEED: DEVELOPMENTAL HISTORY

The name of the Project, PROCEED, Stands for Program for'Continuing
Engineering Education.. It was funded by. the National Science Foundation
in 1975 at $772,000. This was for the first stage of a rather ambitious
program to develop a new approach to continuing education.

We anticipate that this first'vhase of activity will probably ex-
tend for about three and a half years, or in other words, will carry us
until 046i the middle of 1979.

.

. The Project:is centered at M.I.T. and is administered there, but
.iels not, as you Can see from the presentations this morning,, an M.I.T.
effort. Largely the work is a national effOrt. The work-is going on all
over the country and an important stage ()four whole Project involves the
formation of a not-for-profit Consortium of industry, professional societies,
universities and.industry to help in developing and disseminating the
4naterials. Thelproject has a lot of eve' thing. it has a lot of directOS',
".0EWas three of

In addition to myself, there Myron Tribus and Karens6hen as
-Directors of the Project.

.

The'next slide Tists'Some of the t ings that"mdtivated 'us at
.I.T. amd the Nattonal Selene Foundation t turn' our intesein con-

tinuing education into Project PROCEED. The = are three:important needs
for.sontiquing eduCatiop:

The nation needs means, for engine rs to move from one area of
specialiiation into another as national: priorities change.
This is'particularly evident in the early 1970s, as we saw
the space program declind we saw the'pollutionbecome important,
,energy problems become importafit;

Employees and employers--need to acquire technical expertise in
new areas. ,That's a frequent need; and

3. Individual engineers need to keep up-to-date,, maintain the
currency of their knowledge and skills. They need to enhance
their education. They need to obtain advance degrees in some
cases, and they may wish to diversify their skills to, modify
career paths and in particular, again, some of the work that
was going on at M.I.T. in the early 1970s indicated that
engineers .in particular had problems in remaining in technical
works as they approached their mid-career situation.
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It was quite evident that the existing system of continuing educa-
tion,was" not adequate to meet all of these needs;. Professor Tribus explained,

I think, many of the reasons this morning in his talk. If we look at the
dynamic efficiency of the continuing education process it would be at least
an order of magnitude lower than anything that. Elias Gyftopoulos presented.

.

MOTIVATION

NATION NEEDS MEANS FOR ENGINEERS TO MOVE FROM ONE AREA OF
SPECIALIZATION. TOANOTHER AS NATIONAL PRIORITIES CHANGE

EMPLOYERS, NEED TO ACQUIRE OHNICAL EXPERTISE IN NEW AREAS:,

ENGINEERS,NEED TO:
, .

MAINTAIN CURRENCY OP KNOWLEDGE AND SKILLS
'ENHANCE EDUCATION t.
OBTAINADVANCED DEGREES
DIVERSIFY SKILLS TO MODIFY CAREER PATHS

SLIDE 1

So; out of all these needs we and the National Science Foundation
decided it was worth trying an ambitious new approach to see if we couldn't
come up with a sistem that 'had some. more Ldesirable cha'racteristics.

Basically ourriCial is to developkand test a new system of continu

,
ing education, but it 'also has a number bf characteristics of the existing

appf.oaches, e.g.,. university short courses, company short. courses, pro-
fessional society short courses, going back to universities to get a.

degree, learning it on your own fryn a groom that makes the..traditional

approaches ineffective. The PROC ED system is to have at least these

important characteristics.

First and most important it's o be modular. That means that the

materials to be learned are to be brok . up into small bits or small pack-

ades" so that they can be put together in different forms so they can be
easily modified and adapted.

Second, a system is to be individualized. That means it will per-

mit individual learners with individual needs to go to the system and learn

what they need to know efficiently and effectively.

5
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It' s got to be readily accessible :
. The 13reibyten with-many :courses

are that they are-neer'given at the time theTperson4eallty needs the ir.i.
..--formation to sol ye °a- problem on the job. We' loOling.for the PROCEED
system to be Acessible all over the country at the time and .p1aCe'that
is convenient to the tiser:- ,. ' ."" ,l'',. , . .,,. ., 2 7 ' .

It's 2 problem centered and this again was another key
feature mend. §: morning. Characteristia of adult learners is the
need'that what. ti 4earn'fbe relevant' to.,prOblems that they face:.. .:1-.

:A,ditres tiatiotal needs is another charactq,nstic, required be
cause+ of. the:fact t we-are developing the programhinder National Science
Foundation suppor :a d,, in order for the Foundation to'sppport it it needs
to be directed totiard"p-rdblen,of national :importance.importance.

Further, it, must provide the potential for credit or certification
because we .find that users will:not use a system of education unless they
can get some tangible cred,Likin addition to the credit gained from simply
learning the material, or 4t least there will be a number of users for.which
the issue tf credit is important. ,So thee are at least some of the major
characteristics that the PROCEED,system should have These are, in effect,
what you might say the requirements of the iystem are

The goal of Project PROCEED is to 'try and develop a system of thistype and then to assess,when such a systein could be cost-effective and
self-Sustaining. In other words, it might be possible to develop a very /-
effective syetem but it might be so eipensive that no one could afford it
And so the issue of economics is very important in ourmork.

GOAL OF PROJECT PROCEED.

, TO DEVELOP AND TEST AN INNOVATIVE NEW SYSTEM OF CONTINUING.
EDUCATION WITH THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERISTICS:

MODULAR
INDIVIDUALIZED
READILY ACCESSIBLE
'PROBLEM-CENTERED
ADDRESSING, NATIONAL NEEDS
POTENTIALFOR CREDIT OWCERTIFICATION

AND TO ASSESS WHETHER SUCH A SYSTEM COULD BE COST- EFFECTIVE.'
AND SELF-SUSTAIN ING



Let's look at the next 'slide describeS 'Bogie of the concepts
of the PROCEED system as,iit has...emerged

.

CONCEPTS OF THE PROCEED; SYSTEM

ADAPTIVE REFERENCING

INDIVIDUALIZED WAYS OF ;USINGSYSTEM:';
PROBLEM-SOLVING ,HELP. BASED ON REAL INDUSTRIAL
CASES

FOUNDATION OF THEORETICAL SUPPORT WHICH USER
MAY EMPLOY. AT HIS DISCRETION

SLIDE' 3,

Others will be going into a -bit more detail on how.the:System will..
actually be used and what some of the major components are, but ,here,,are.
what consider to be the unique features of the PROCEED

The first unique feature is that it's to contain what we call.
adaptive referencing. This means that when someone comes td' the §ysteny
to learn something, to *get a piece of information, it,gives eactly as'

much information as was required'. In other words, it's adaptiVe .to meet
the -needs of a user. t`

Second, there are to be individualized ways of using the system.
Not' everyone will come to the system in exactly the samerbOy There need
to .be many paths through the system so that study programs can be t-ailored
to,meet individual needs.

Third, the system is going to help engineers' in industry solve
P

Problems on the job. This means that the material that's taught;, in.,
other words, the problem-solving assistance that it gives, will have to be
passed on real industrial cases, not textbook examples.

And ourth, 'there are the ,foundations of theoretical sfiliP.Prt* which
the users ma employ at his..discretton. Ln other words, the theory that's
required will be there. It can be referred to as needed, but it will be
at the discretion of the user.

Now everybody agrees that modularity is an excellent feature in an
education system, particularly one that people are going to use by them
selves on their own. The thing that no one is certain of now is, how do
you put together a modular system or get the pieces linked together, and
where an individual can find his way, through the system to meet an objective,
and,that's the part that we have been working on in Project PROCEED. I

, think that's the part where we are making a start and we are going to make.
a contribution.



The question. is how cis You go about designing' and-implementing asystem that has these concepts. These are, in effect, what you might saythe functional specifications of the system or part of 'the, functional .specifications: how.do you go about actually.'designing the system.

On the next Slide I listed the activities thatlie haie gonethrough,. almost chronological fonn.

.40/
JJ

CTIVITIES

2._

'DEVELOPMENT AND. TESTING five EXPERIMENTAL.M0uUL,ES
ON INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSERVATION

DESIGN OF THE FRAMEWORK OF THE PROCEED SYSTEM -7,

.

AN ADAPTIVE REFERENCE SYSTEM

DEVELOPMENT. OF FULL PROTOTYPE PROGRAM OF MODULES
ON INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSERVATION . .

.
$!..IDE 4.

When we got started on the Project we were interested in clevelOPing modules for use in continuing edUcation. Most of the people we talked,to had never seen a module and before they would even,discuss the possibility of using modules they wanted to see an exaiple. So our firstapproach was to put. together fiye 'experimental modules 'on industrial energyconservation, and we have.some examples herci.at the meeting. A modnle 'looks..very much like a small monograph. It's designed for self=study. It hasexercises broken up into sections so.you can, proceed, sort of at your ownpace. This one happens to be on the subjeict- of control systemsthat saveenergy.

We have.another one here, energy conservation ,opportunities in asmall industrial 'plant.,, We'.hav anotherrone okimproving the effi'ciency otoi4ers., There is one .on synthesis of heat exchange networks. ,There isone' on" the principles, of thermodYnamic:availability. . .

Our goal here "Was to prOduCe modules' very'luch in traditional mono °.graph format,to get them in the hands of engineers in industry arvi see if''.they.acfRa9y would be useful as.the Primary, needi of leOrning.
, Simultaneously with'the development and testing,'Of iji4ie.ModuleS,ai(d,,j will tell you the results of oui;,testing swithlke )n,si101 taneous with the resultS of de v4,11).),Ri ng the'llKituYe *1e:began' the :design .of the framework of the PROC4D systen4:That " eve. reference.system l° This has taken plAte..T.Over,:0014st.,Yea;

.
. conVineettninterdii,ciptinary: team of experts sfro$1. around ! the fields of,continuing education and 1,earking- nt-,',Oiychotogy;veducatiOnalengineering education

,.icaree..Paths`i". 0%.'lleSign and firm .Up .on theexatt-characteri sti cs' Qf,ftie tystem.



Once .We...,had done that, then th4 members ,of'our Project staff, lead .

to a large extent,by Dr, Paul Johnson from the University,of Minnesota;.be-

gan designing the components: of the system. In other iicoeis,:they, said we

designed what woul d the modules look 1 i ke, how' woul d they be developed.

/
A key aspect of the PROCEED systeM is ttidt it's to .be

/
developed/

based on real industrial problems. And ,ias' I say, there, is the' chicken and

the egg situation. You can' t really design a framework without any materials,

and yet, you can't produce any Jnateri als unless- you, have' the framework

design..

.1 So with our. ,first cut at the materials we designed the framework

-and now we are in ..the third phase of developing the full prototype prop.rim

bf mddules on industrial energy Conservation and these modules then ark.

'going to be used to let ut.fully dpelop and test the framework. I will

'describe the steps we have gone through in this operation.

We Spent most of last summer making visits to industry. We estab-

lished teams of people at M.I.T., University of, Minnesota, University`of,,
California aitithe University of Texas. In fact, PrOfessor David Himmel-

blau led the team there. These teams consisted of a faculty member and -

one or more - graduate students who visited local industry where they have

recently solved an important energy pinservation program, and in effect
documented .the case history ii`fi that solution.

The approach they took, the info'rmation that they sought, ,the
questions that were raised, tht compilations that were done,decisions that
were made, they documented that process for about 80 problems from visits

to around 35 companies. And this basic problem pool oives us then a cross-
section of the kinds of problems that people have been solving. This then

tells us what skills are needed by engineers in industry who are working in
the field of energy conservation. It gives us a base set of skills and
these skills then become the topic of the full set of Modules on industrial
energy conservation. A set of about 30 modules hich are now in the process

of being commissioned.

We have been recruiting authors for the ,last couple of months and
expect within the next two months to have all .the modules" commissioned, and

under development.

That summarizes, then,, the work we havedone on developing the

PROCEED system. Let me give.you just. briefly the results. The five ex-

perimental modules that we developed were sent to industry; they were well
accepted and our first conclusion here is based upon preliminary field
trials. and 'is that the modules do, indeed, work and engineers will use

them.

We concluded that the basic idea of the PROCEED system is workable,

based upon pencil and paper prototypes. We will know better when the full,

system is developed,, and we have ;enough knowledge right now to be confident

the system is going to work.
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The initial versions are going to be in the pfinted medium; sub-
sequent generations then will be adapted V) use computer managed instruct*on,
computer assisted instruction and many of the alternate technologies't4t
Dr. BrudtTer mentioned in his talk will surely be used in theOROCEED.system.
of 1988; and the question is how much sooner;-and that issomething we will
have to decide.

c.JP
We are also, working on other topics. Industrial Aergy conserva

tion was our firSt one.."Che second topic deals with the protection of
- workers and, users from toxic subStnces,oind we hope to-developother topidt

including alternate energysources, waste treatment and disposal, to mention
a few.

Karen Cohen is next going to outline for you briefly the learning
systemAnd its components in more detail. Michael Mohr isgoingto give
an exampleoT how the system would be used.

. Thank you.,

a.
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Professor Karen C. Cohen
PROJECT PROCEED: ITS LEARNING DESIGN.

. Today's speakers have discussed at considerable length the challenges
and opportunities that this project must deal with in terms of:content,
delivery modes and management. I would like to try to,explain why many'of
the decisions we have made in developing_this system make educational and ,

psychological'sense. To do so I have to discuss briefly certain assumptions
about engineering practices, training and continuing education upon which
we are operating. Given our assumptions and knowledge of the learning pro-
cess I would then like to outline for you briefly the functioning components
of what we call the PROCEED system from the point of view of the user, the
engineer on the job, not the company that might pay for it, not the profes-
sional society or university that might give,credit'for it, but from the
Point of view of the epgineer with the real energy conservation problem to
solve.

As we all kpow, continuing education is considered critical in most
professions. In pngineering the need is eVen more visible than in many othgy"'
areas such as medicine and law. Attempting to build an educational prograth
that is more than token' for the practicing engineer, is a major undertaking.
In so doing, we try to take a realis,tic look at the naturof the edUcational
needs of the engineering indattd. The most important problem, the most
important'assumption and guiding force for our efforts, was that engineers
work on solving realproblems under specific constraints. So problem solving
became the heart of ounapproach..

,Further, when engineers'need help or information to solve their prob-
lems.they rely on colleagues, vendors, trade literature and in-hodse or ex-
ternal consultents, probably in that order.

The entire PROCEEDsiystem, therefore, is modeled to fit this pattern.
It can be a source of information and a 'consultant as well as a teacher or

,guide.. Others-will eAklain thpse features in .more detail.

Suffice it for me to say that the entire system is seen by its devel-
opers as a support toiLthe.engineer and his habitual ways of Working. The
fact that it can .be other things agwell and can .even potentially lead to
degree credit at the post graduate level really a bonus. The lystem is
unique, therefore, in the array of continuing education optibns Such as short
courses, in-service courses and graduate courses. For such courses PROCEED

is an innovative restructuring of the various kinds of information ansi.pro-
cesses.necessary to solve problems which .each engineer cap use and bdapt,in
his ogin way. These kings can range from a desfre for a simple piece of in-
formalion yr technical calculation through fundamental' learning or rejearning

4 of basic principles and practices*"in the field.as they apply to energy con-*
servatione OP

In addition to tbese.content and quality concerns in our materials,
wbkalSo attempted tdbui1 0 in tte most7suciessful features which psycho-
logtcal and educational literature as welTgs ingovative gducational pro-
grams have illuminated. Thusl we have many additional subcomponents to.
'PROCIED. Ilk 40

4
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We have things like self-diagndsis, varying levels of access, fre-
quent feedback to each_user about his understanding and progress, clear
structuring of learning objectives, summaries and guides for browsing or
skipping through known materials, tests and answers, total self-pacing,
modularity, options for certification, to mention but a few of the components
of the learning design of the system. Perhaps a diagram can explain it more

clearly.

(See slide 1.)

9

This diagram shows how, starting with the core notion of problems
to be solved or cases, as we:are now calling them, you can underst&nd the
inter-re4tionship of all,of.;the other material components Of the system.
For exam e, given the problenn you can define the competencies necessary
to solve it. Given the definition-of competencies,'we have guidelines for
authors and h pefully with an 4ncentive.like money, a set of modules written
to teach people such competencies.

Again, given a set of. problems it's possible-to
r.

develop self-
diagnostic procedures, tests, and exercises, the examinations and the kinds
of activities people have to go through to prove they have learned what we
are trying to teach them froirthe same set of problems.

And finally, with the problem-solving orientation we can.specify
further aids involving levels of access*, path diagram, and referencing options
which are integral features of the system. In addition to its own materials,
PROCEED references to other gufdes, aids; and sources of information.

This diagram, then, illutrates how the system hangs together con
ceptually around the.notion of problem-solving.

The xt figure is much less complex. It'indicates the components
which at firs blush are important to the user.

(See slide 2.)

The adaptive reference system, the cases and the modules themselves

for the energy` conservation topic.

Since Dr. Mohr intends to demonstrate the adaptive referencing
feature to you quite specifically in a minute or so, I will move on briefly
to mention additional aides within the system.

However, no matter how self-contained the system we develop is or

the Program might be,, some people will always require extra assistance, and

we see this as coming in several forms..

(.See slide. 3.)

7Z.
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'CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK FOR

THE PROCEED SYSTEM

PROBLEMS

(CASES)
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TESTS AND EXERCISES
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SLIDE 1
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II. THE PROCEED SYSTEM TO THE USER

MATERIALS (FIRST GENERATION: PRfliT FORM)

THE ADAPTIVE

REFERENCE SYSTEM

SLIDE 2

74

MODULES

FUNDAMENTALS (4)

GENERAL METHODS (8)

METHODS FOR SPECIFIC

UNIT OPERATIONS (9)

METHODS FOR SPECIFIC

INDUSTRIES (9)
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USER AIDS BEYOND THE MATERIALS

I. "HOTLINE" CONSULTANTS

2. CONSORTIOM'CONSULTANTS

3. INSTRUCTORS IN

A. GRADUATE COURSES
'B. 'IN-SERVICE PROGRAMS
C. 'PROFESSIONAL SOCIETY. OFFERINGS

r,
$4.4 SUPPpRTIBEER) WORKS'HOPS GROUPS
' *- .11

.VERIEICATION OF COMPETENCIES

40.10:STANDARD EXAMiNATIO&S/MODULE OR AREA
B. ,REVIEW OF soititioNs BY: '%

EXPERT PANEL'
- .PEERS

`-SLIDE

:: At jthe verjr.,beginning we see Project 'consul tants OPeratin.g411,rough.
à hot line which 'th; `'Project staff might run' for people who have questions ..-

'and ddn' t .understand Vbrtaiin things in .the material. This is a very Short ,,. ..,erivineasu We .hope that very qUiicklY the..CPrport m concerned with and V. ,..,

, involved.' D mu develop a national -rost
and'able vidahl s. with the PrctraM, Wi' the modulp ;.' ittiithre"'.f,,e.''
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have? t
and hel
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' studying same module in a particul
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e problerrif Using the same module.
hod 'fer oviding support and he

O

Finally, verification of.
if,rthe user wants

take sort kind of test under stan
the matervial. Given .our final exami,
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! of learning:learhng: Tt w have to hapeen, obviousfy, in Conjunctio'n

degree-granting iris itution, arofetsi °nal societies, such 'as the MChE or ..ACS, or an industri 1. progra
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the, extra

the adapt
bank of

Di%HOW IT WORKS

he knowledge bank of expertise that's needed to solve these
jlicludes thZ case studies, case study materials, the modules,

rences which the students can use if they need theffi, and also
ference system with which the system user interfaces with this
dge have been mentioned.

Topies'pn Industrial Energy Conservation

sic,-.Energy,Overvlew
ot Esonontics

fOr Specific Unit Operations

Crushing and. Orinding
Distillation
Drying
Evaporation,
Fluid Beds'-

Methods for Specific industries

Cement
Chemicals
Food Processing
FUels
Glass and Clay,

Systems Engineering Methodology
Thermodynamics

Lighting
Space Conditioning.
Steam Balancing
Waste Heat Management

Furnaces
Other Separatichi Processes
Prime Moveri
Refrigeration

Oil Refining
PrImary Metals
Pulp and Paper
Textiles

ggestions for additional topics are Welcome..

SLIDE 1
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This is a list of the'modules which we: envision on the energy con
version, part of the PROCEED system. They are broken into four parts:
fundamentals, general methods, methods for specific unit operations and
methods for specific induStries. What we are trying to do here is cover the
ground in terms of these materials in the fundamental sense, sort of general
things that apply across many Industries and then bring it together in
.

important industries.

The adaptive, reference system of Project PROCEED is basicall
.designed to respond to questions and I have listed some pofsible questions
here, that a user might come to the system with in increasing degree of.

generality.

For example, he might come with a very specific energy conservation
problem. "Can you help me with a fuel tank installation?" ,Tha.s quite

specific. He knows what the problem is and wants help in sdlving it. Or

he might say, "Where in my cement plant should I look for energy conservation
opportunities?" This, might be someone who has just been given responsibility
for energy conservation in a plant.

Or alternatively he might want-to look at where energy 'conservation
fits into the grand stream of things, "What sfietOd I know about energy con-
servation in order to do sensible thin-gs in the plant in which I work?"

oe finally,, he might say, "Can you help me improve my basic engi:

neering skills?"

At this point we are not prepared to deal with that one, but we

hope one day to

(See slide 2.)

The adaptive reference system is thetop part of Vlis diagram. The

user comes i'nto. the -system with a question and it might-be a question like

one of those mentioned earlier, very specific cir somewhat more general, and

we feel that it's up to us through the adaptive reference sy,stem to respond

to h'is.question. The adaptive reference system procesSes hisquestion
through our query index and tries to, lay out for him the materials which

would be relevant to his question.

We, want, wherever possible, to give him'the minimum amount of
information that he needs in order to solve his Problem. We-don't want to

overweigh him wit things that he doesn't need, but at the same time we

want to interact ith him as Myron was talking about this morning and give

him some choice o what happens to him. So we went,to not simply say,
"All right, that's your question, you do so and so," but we would like,
thrpugh this query index system, to show him things which we think would
be relevant! to his question. We might show him the abstract of a:case

study. We might refer him to a module on distillation. We mightirefer him
to a module on thermodynamics and the query index system could4present ab-

stracts of these so that he can look at it and say, "Well, I dal-'t really

want that. That kind of strikes me as being pretty good. Maybe I will get

to that later. Let metry this one."
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THE PROCEED SYSTEM, TO THE USER

MATERIALS (FIRST GENERAT ION : PRINT FORM)

THE ADAPTIVE

REFERENCE SYSTEM

CASES

(1 80+)

MODULES

FUNDAMENtALS *(4 )

GENERAL :METHODS (8)

METHODS FOR SPECIFIC

UNIT OPERATIONS 19)

METHOI4 FOR SPECIFIC.

INDUSTRIES (9)

SLIDE 2

Nowt' the adaptive reference system also includes across - referencing
among the materials so that if he starts into a case stud, at some point
along the way there will be something that has to do with distillation, he
will be referred to the distillation module. Now, he may choose to go there
or not. He may say, "I know that already and I Won't go," or he lisight(go.
Looking at these abstracted referrals, the user then says, "Give-me module
number 1," and so from our file 9f materials we pluck module 1 and he has it..



QUERY: 1101/tAN I-REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION

IN THE. ISTILLATION OF NATURAL GAS:LIQUIDS

To PRODUCE LIGHT HYDROCARBONS?

Example query, "How, can I mduce energy consumption from distilla-
tion of natural gas liquids to produce.hydrOcai.bons?" Now as an aside to
you, he has certain purity problems on the product. Because of varying
feed conditions the actual produc.4 composition varies as shown.. Thei-ef6k,
4in order to, be sure of meeting specifications he has to continually make a
purer product than the-specification calls for and this'difference in pro-
duct purity can mean a lot of energy loss.

,

79



So, the query index°, hearing his question, responds to him by
giving him first the abstract of the distillation module. The details of
this are not important, but it's simply the outline of the material that is
contained within our module on distillation. It also gives him a case
study abstract which says, "We have a case on energy conservation in a
natural, gas fractionation plant."- Again the details are not important but
this would bean abstract of the case study which has been developed out of
the kinds of problems that we picked up this sunnier.

The engineer, because we happen to have his problem on the nose,
chooses the case.study and he says, "All right, let me start with this.

,'This sounds like my problem. Let me see what someohe else did with it."
So he proceeds to use it

( QUERY INDEX. RESPOND; WITH.

ABSTRACT.OF DISTILLATIOIOODULE

A) THERMODYS:.OFPISTILLATION

B) STAGES; IiERS14 .ENERGY

0 COLUMN INTERVALS :a,

11) COOLING OF COLUMNS

E) USE.OF LESS VAL6ABLE-*ENERGY
;

F) GlAiDELWES.FOR5fLECTINO.-OTHER.
PROCESSES

CoNTRot.. SYSTEMS:,

H) HOW To-FIND AT 'RAo *Cooms-Fov
ENERGY CONSERV

SLIDE 4
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2. CASE STUDY ABSTRACT

"ENERGY CONSERVATION INCA NATURAL GAS. LIQU'IDS FRACTIONATION PLANT"

This case.concerns the introduction of stabilizing (computer) process-

control in a natural gii liquids pfbcessing plant to reduce the energy

required to sePrate the feed into the various light hydrocarbon products.

Rising fuel prices 4ive forced a closer look at ways to reduce energy

requirements in the cherciical, petro-chemical apd refihing.industries.

Nirticularly close attention must be madetto an energy intensiVeok-ration

such as dist4llation since in that unit operation energy is the agent

supplied to separate a mixture into its components.

Fluctuations In feed rate and otnerAisturbances to the gas plant

result in variations in product composi,tion when there- is not adequate Con-

trol on these compositions. Because of high penalties associated with

failure to meet product specifications) columns are. typically operated

at larger, reflux ratios than are actually 'required, and products that are

purer than required result. Stabilized control of ptoduct puritie'S can'

allow the distillation columns to-be operated'much closer to the minimum

product.purity specifications with Considerable savings in energy. The use

cif:control to save energy is particularly attractive because the capital

costs of adding more Control s are usually low and there are no extensive
4 .

modi'ftpatjons' to the process.

J, The Management,of a nafural 'gas liquids plant recognized the need for

imprpved control and corrioiSs gned an in-plant feasibility: study by a process

control consulting firm. µ Thit StUdy° indicated, that energy savings of about
30t coul4 qe realized .by implementation of a stabilizing computer process

control system on the four plant distillation columns. A feed forward,
.

material-balance conttot strategy which utilized five process gas chromato-

graphs was' recommended,* 4 o.
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lithet!' interactions with PROCEED may follow, as he uses this case
study modulk;.based on his recognition .as he goes along. He might tbink.;
in':,order to really appreciate .this case study really should-understand
aV,ailability a little better. Maybe I' ouglit 'to get that therrhodynamics
module and: at least read part of it.:. or, I am fuzZy-On distillation, 'maybef.
I ought-, to get this 15fOrmation from the distillation- Oodule,:and do partof "So he keeps' interacting with the. system,.,ge'tting what 'information-7;
he needs When he realizes that he heeds it. ThiS `process May,.'of cOurse,-
lead him to ask other questions which brings ;him' around the circle
again, and puts him back into the query mode. ..He asks another question .and..
the system is off.and running again.'

That's basically hciii the system- operates -and the Worksh,o*this
afternoon we will be-discussing three different aspects of it.

JOHN DOGGETTE: "::(Oak Ridge Association'UniVerSities,). I.am notreally sure what. my question is.exactiy, bdt in your concept of a.system,
until it becoMes fully. operating; what are you, going to do,with'.the holet,
in your system? Are you going' to:be able 'to refer peOple:to'other syStems
that are similar or other modules: developed '-at. some other:plate or are
going to say call' me back in three years, when we get 'around to developing'04.-,
that module, or are you going to'' advertise? I mean sometimes systems such

'as'yours
can fail only ;because you can't do everything, at 'once,' and thus

people get'turned off tiy your system beCause it isnll in place when they
want it to be in place. " 6,.

DR. MOHR: Well, for one thing we.expect.to drop, fully blown,-
tint°, the world With about 35 modules and, anywhere'ffoni 1 to 80 case Studies.
involving energy Conservatjon which we think will fairly well cover that
area We are sure that experience,will show-us; that we have some holes and
we will fill these in howeven we can, either-by referencing to t ook
materia1 which we pia?'

O
to donyway or to other.modules. There o reason

t0,,re,:invent the wheel if a suitable text is available.
; .

PROFESSOR TRIBUS I think it ,Would be''.U,seful to know the three
things we did in deciding, the content.

Fi rst, or a 'period of. about eight months- graduete' students' unde'r-
the supeiitsion of Larry Evans and myself worked out strategies for 'solving
°industrial energy problems and this led to 'flow-diagrams with pictures' Of
things you would do under different circumstamces. These 'flow charts ran,.

I suppose, 15 or 20 'pages and maybe.a couple of hundmd.steps. That repre-
Sentefr combined experience' and modules. , fi

Then, we .got a bunch of people. together who had .experiente rr phis`
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field and they talked about how you solve energy problems.. There was a

very satisfying overlap between what they had to say and what we had out of

our logic and experience.

Then we sent teams into industry who were working on indu5trial

energy problems and in those interviews they asked, "What did you. do, what

did your boss have you do, Aat happened then, what calculations did yoy

make?" We were very satisfied with how that matched the recommendWont
of our consultants and our earlier lifgical analysis.

So we are fairly confident that when we have this thing operable

that we will hit most of the questions.

Now, w have, one ace in the hole and that is-that*somewhere along

the line-we wi3 have the provisions early in t 'acne toCall on a human

consultant Other by phone or some other way illWeitelated to

the initial delivery system. Given all of .t
r ink, ON1.not be

411
caught in the trap that you descrilA.

#
'. .

LEROY MARLOW:.. (Penn State) Maybe I' am getting ahead of where

you want to-beat this'time and should .wait but will these. modules be A,

available to other 'tat4i, and if so how ancFat what cost?
,,

4 .

PROFESSOR COHEN: Of course they will be available -- and soon.

A major-decision faciRd4s involves the best delivery system; one of the

working groups is *lotto help address that Ad get your advice as to

what you think would be the most feasible modest

83
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WORKING GROUP I

"CONTENT AND PROBLEMS" QUESTIONS

Group Leaders: Elias P. Gyftopoulos
Martin Horowitz

What are the primary problems requiring education in the area of

energy conservation for the individUal engineer, for industry and

4;

For the country?. (Technical a.d non-technical)

Can the subject matter (energy conservation in ihdustry) be adequately

covered by the system described in the first Plenary Session? What

should be added? What could be added?

3. How can relevance to the. users. be assessed? What further research

may be necessary?

Have the needs of engineers been addressed adequately?

5: What format is most fleXible and will' most easily allowexpansion of

the system to'cover any numbgr of subjects and to serve differing

professions and differing levels of education? 1

..What steps are now recommended to Project PROCEED and the Department

of Energy in the area of energy efficiency education?

8
7



WORKING GROUP I

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS.

Working Group I dealt with the topic of "Content." Professor'Lawrence B. Evans presented the summary.

PROFESSOR EVANS: We took the questions that were giVen to us as'stimulants to discussion rather them as specific questions for which wewere to get the answers. Seven major observations arose during the courseof our discussions*

1. The first observation was that the idea of the PROCEED system
. was basically good but thatit could not be fully 'evaluated inits present form. ,A number of people in our group mentioned

that itt communications system is the key to the PROCEED sys-tem. Once that is established we will be in a_position to
demonstrate the viability of the concept.

2. Our second observation was that in addition to graduate engirneers (towardwhom the PROCEED system now seems to be largely
targeted) there are at least three other 'categories of people
who might-need to be covered by such a system. The first
would be managers, including top management. The second group
were technicians, people who do not have a college degree but
who play a key role in implementing energy conservation pro
grams, particularly at the point of proper adjustment of a
boiler or furnace, which was mentioned asan example. The
third category of people were people with college degrees butnot in the process field. For example, these might include
chemists who are involved in process development or electrical
engineers who may be concerned with plantwide energy conserva-
tion and .need some background in process thermodynamics and
the technology involved in energy efficiency.,

T - The problem of sensitizing operating plant personnel to the
maqnit4e of various kinds of energy losses and to give them
just a feeling or a sensitivity was important.' And it was
poiked.out that frequently it is the operator on the midnight
shiftAhat defeats many of the good ideasJor energy conserva-
tion.

3. Observation number three was that the PROCEED system would be-
of primary use to smaller companies and to consultants who lack
extensive technical resources..

411.

Observation number four was a corollary to that; namely, that
large companies already have the basic engineering competency
needed to apply energy efficiency. For the large companies,
however, the most useful coMponent of the PROCEED system would
be the case study, particularly if they dealt with new plant
or process design. It was also.felt that- large companies

79
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might use some ofthePROCEED materials in their smaller sub-
sidiaries where their technical resources are harder to reach,
They might alsb use them if we covered.areas other. than. basigs.
engineering.. ;If we covered technicians, for example, the large
conioanie'sliCoUid use materials in this'area..

'
,

'6. Obs ration number five Wasthat a great deal of material
rea eXists relating.to gngrgy conservation,; much of .it
de ipd by the Department,Of Energy with.their fundS with.
th of it developed by ..private industry: It would be
helpful if these existing materials could be integrated. or.

'incorporated into.the PROCEED system.

6. Observitdonnuiler six stressed theAmporfance of.keeping the
systemup-td-7date. And this may be a particular proble a

Changing legislation alters.tfie way_tnergy efficienCy is de-
fined and /or `mandated. 9

7. ';,The fih 1 observation was in the forM Of a recommendation to
`'the Department .of Energy: that they ShOuld encourage the
development: and the useyof the 'PROCEED systemi.though.such
use obviously. should not be made mandatory.

a
MR. MASSEY:. I wawondering.if any other people here in the room

might Navedhad some thought about content, which was part of our mission.
*In Jooking over thotlist ofsubjects, are there other subjects that people
think.could4e use'

'PROFESSOR KATZ: As I listen to youand listen .to the comments'
often identify.another audience in addition to those that you have suggested;

'and that happens to be the .recent graduate, the very recent graduate. I

findAthat there is a big gap between their. .preparation and the. preparation
ofthe recent graduate what you really need to knowIto make,a creative

.contribution,in industry.

I find that, increasingly, with the fatt moving targets we'havd,
particularly in. the energY field, the.r4 isso muCh,thatthese young people
don't know. .There is a tremendouS area.for.educationthere, bringing them.
up to speed, so to speak., before yoU even get into energy conservation.'
AndA would like to differentiate that group frOm that of the practicing
engineer. I think it is important that we do keep those two separate.

MR. FRIEDMAN: I secOltd that remark, and I wonder if the emphasis
should be to broaden the knowledge of the newAraduate or to intensify it; .

broadening the 'knowledge to introduce them to.more aspects of the industry
of the world rather than giving them another course-indifferentiaLequations..

.

PROFESSOR TRIBUS: We find it useful to distinguishbetween.teach-
trig engineerics.ancrengineering. The engineerics topics that are taught by
the academics pertain to. logic and the .development of scientific and analy-
tic capability. Engineering is concerted with doing, designing,'creating,,
producing and the like.,'-And when a person graduates from scientific
training and enters indUstry, one of the things required i5 to understand

r
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now to put all that knciwledge to work. And that includes what are, the
criteria whereby something is judged? How.:are we,now doing it? What. are
our probles? Where dO we think we are going?

I believe that Proroct PROCEED will contain a lot of matenial that, ,

.. is directed in that line I think-we, will have to wait until 'we have some
expertence.

-:, . 4.

R. CHO: l' woul to.:elaborAte on .th8 concept that Professor
Katz w,as talking about. pi the materials' of. PROCEED, could be intro-
duced 4t the senior_ evel' to level,. in conjunction with ;conserva-
tion, courses, so that 'whe ..th ,;ple graduate, from. theOntyersity they
will have had some experience w3 .;%.' worldisproblems, patfitUlarlY the
case histories Irierhaps in lieiro typps` of Tr:obi:el-1141.: And, per-
haps they ul (1 be better equi ppe .. :i'''15t. ", ;,., real world . probl ems':

4,..
.

s... ',, . ;-..
Pit. R" TRIBUS: I agr to. use these. .

materials if;; n with some und:4. j..; s.. ButBut . I would .like to
caution. again .-,,hilosophy of &-:'41 L4 action that 'rooks Upon it.41, ..,as though the-. were to bec,' ..k: i. '.5'-'1".4.fe before gie leaves the-
uni versi ty.I's.,_., T. ()limey into. a .desert --
where 'there are

qh he. were
stations an ,4thr0 're :,;the.. stgdenf leave,

the school; evq 0 44,. .,:- idol red' to z -rvi4e xt...".:'40,! .y.gars halt "to., be
loaded onto him.M 4-i- '''' ' 4t. , ;.

.

',. : ,
, , ' '':',-).! "'".

ThOitial 61, f.of.-ProjeitkPljaCEED iSi, .zike-into 'act° nt that at
school peop.lediddnTlila'rn all .the things the.,e46.07:tO know and- that; con-
tinuing.c;edUcation 15" essential :. °What we ;are tryin-CtO.Igdt.:ii in this,.pro-
srait .,i a form :of. genti in.trig eduOiti on, tho:f&cotio, mOre'i.e§pfinsi ye', to %that:,
people need thatilhetof0:re.., Whird;wellayae-firo..-objeotionS to:thei,material
finsciing its way int6,,trie::Unctergradilate'curtiOulurri, the number of people w
can#each that we know wil=l 'W on the, problem that we are teaching is j
to0S411,-.., oThe'probabill,ty 'thai...414,6:::;P:rson who tak -a .eoursepin :energy
eons Ftsvatipn is', assigqd.a.° task in eneegy,:consery in is just too low f
u-Stili Ott "on, i t g.S,jtieing an :eff.eCtive,waY-4o. we national need.

a .0 t c; ' ' ,::. ..,
t ..,.k,'7.....,...; ( So-'' phi le: wk; 'Aitoul d Like,ke to see that o, 4','1;iice,td emphasize

thiiirtp,j4.7las- educational .slm for people; wh. vie- been assigned' a new
tatk:land,,aren"tlfire.pared for 4. that .is wheie the 'is 461 ng to have to

.
..,,.,.,..,,, be

.0. ...i, : = :' , '. - ..-:'-14 ' . .. .

!
.1

PROF SOR EVAN?: The0Oint is ifiade: ihat tryifsf :'serve. as a useful. 1 ,

source of e (not;ineceS*ily to trai 4eoptet.iti :a sReCi.fic ;task),
.,,--r--and the .66i n t,:, won t*en.. _I takig thos 0.comuie,nts to complement each

other.iii 11,

MR. Kt,LIIE: An engineer .Omig
has a number orseldtions and-,d
there is a ime:to saWmill-rig'

.decision he kes -IS' going 411,
into.

dustryrin )7ticular
isions.tcr`m gcit tarn that
there is a time engineer,. And lohat

rmine f engineering'he goes
t.ko

ke is going 44 end up
.If the man --1;s going to engineer

l 6'



,. , .asla special ist. And we have,many.sofri' ose people available to us sto.:' 11 A.

on If he IS' going to make a combination of saivmillings, and engineering; ,(.' ,.

is going to`,end, up as a generalist in engineering, which; is. the -man We .: . ,

cess. And if is a man who is going to sawmillirig all, the:ti,Vie tie .'itsi','
feed for eneiliconservation, because you have to look at.the Whqe.'pri3-

going to end up in,process management of some sort. , ^..,1;;; ::)

N i.., -. MR. MAXWELL With 'Professor. Kat.z's comment and going one` .step;
, f7i,

lOwewo for example, he SPbke to the graduate engineer and he spoke tOthe
'undergraduate engineer': . We do, not Want 'to neglect the highleVel igchnicia,
trainingtinsti%ute, two or three year terminal education ))rograi4 dlik we:4

', We should target some of ;the 'material foi. those people tha't are 'opofating
as',boiler engineers, for example. ' Some bf this systeM ctiold, wel1,43kcanie

lpart tf..;the, advance. technology training thathOse people '\'yndergcii:
4

,

3 PROFESSOR EVANS: That is a po't t that will probably 4Q1110. lit:. loud
,: an clear 'frprp ell "Ofl&the discussions. d whe r it sh041d4.eiri luded

in, thetROCEED systeni',ts another qUektionk But t certainb :ifs;; a Ai ad.' that
4. ,has been sidenttified;

v ,?..

"DEAN LANDIS: Sidge Prject PROCEED as not7partitti4r1,tr,well -
at ..:

equipped to iddress -itseir,to thercil e ;of the st,,echni8t'ais tir; theioperator
'iitnydur'' dj§cussico are there;any points that might be lif ,valueAO poE or
any SpeciTic ,retammendations': bat thotild be follbviedi:- sl ; ,,,.-,t t ; ill:.', 4 '-')1- I 4 ..

4 i 1 tt ' .
I P R O Pt S N R COHEN': :,::.IIf yoke.me an .,1''r.o:,ject- fitp.q,fo ti.iG., not well-equipped

bedause t -1,. n well funded' to deal, voth evpn#0.eveq ef.: 'all of the
hieearchiewilf people thr t music bi..,,.,e.duCateci-, -1:Will '4ifeie'Lwitik You. But I
feel in 'fat tte ',Ince, : 71-f Pro4Cl. PROCEED isone_thSeiS.,very compatible
with tralning t ;.' le. s andithgtit is mandatory thtt. we others
devel oR comgati 61 e kind `of mate ri el s.:so that th.0;:,...,,oti re '.5;ysfeili. becomes a
very! usefrl resotn-ae to industry ,in gener01 APN`..''''.;- ''s '''' i:& It3k.., ' ...

*. ,,, 1 ,ii - kl.\---; ; : toqEAlt LAP IS: Ape of 'th roblgis Kitrr.tontinuing, education is that
we have /Peen tryi t4577-Wrt the engineer Ivitfilit.Years,;aftlr he has been
out of schooT, in d et starting him tiff- dtring .,his undqrgraduate or gradu-
ate education, so. Acould thenrite a 1 ifelon7g`,process.1 50 I disagree with
Myron.. Let's, use i-Y tie e .groduate. curriculim. If yciti can use it in the
graduate 'Olarcatior;i y ave.'anad of the gamy; ,,-,

Sio#1-Rius-. .;:d.11 id,-.,,e P,ROF :, i not say s u ents should not use it, just
,,

. , ,

said don I.:t Trgly on the use .there.tO":theet these rational needs.
.,,.. , .

1
3
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Group Leaders:

WORKING GROUP II

"DELIVERYMODES" QUESTIONS

Harvey J. Brudner.
Paul Johnson.

C. Michael Mohr

. What are the potentially, most useful technologies available for
disseminating appropriate information?

Z. 'What are the advantages and disadvantages of various delivery modes
for different types of users?

3. Should users successfully completing modules receive some form of
certification? What are the options?

4. What quality 'control mechanisms are necessary? At what level?

In what° ways should the user be able to access the system? To what
extent should computers be used as access points?

6. Howrcan the system be continuously evaluated? How can the system be
modified to reflect the evaluation? What up-dating procedures should
be instituted?

7. What delivery modes are recommended to Project PROCEED and the Depart-
ment of Energy?

cp
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WORKING GROUP II

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

9141

WOrkifileGrOUP II dealt with effective delivery of modes, Professor
Paul Johnson oilYt4 OqiWersity of Minnesota4resented the recommendations
of that group.

PROFESSOR. JOHNSON: I think it is safe to say that our group ranged
far and wide and while there was no consensus on,many issues there were many.
options proposed, many suggestions made. I iiiiWtry to summarize the kinds
of things I think emerged, and I am sure that lliembers of the group will help
me after I have finished.

.

I-would like to'bresent four predominant issues that we dealiwith,
and then propose a strategy for making.recommendations to Project PROCEED
that I think most people in the group would,5upport

1. First, there is an issue concerning the cases. It is impor-
tant as .Project PROCEED moves into its next phase,Of develop-.
ment that we make certain the cases that Are at the heart of
the system are representative ones. That is to say, the cases

we choose should be representative of the class Of tasks or

problems to be solied by engineering firactitionerl; and also
that they be representative as best as we can determine'bf
problems that are on the horizon.

It is also important that the cases be timely; timely not only
infthe sense of problems that people are currently-working on
but also timely in the sense that the user is going to recog-
nize that the problem solutiOn is one that he would be willing

(and likely) to use.

The example that was proposed by our group is' quite on the 1

mar# -l'if the kind of cases represented in. PROCEED concerns a
pro olipMwhere the turnaround time on the investment that has
toBb mad* is too long, then the user is going to reject it as
something at is tqo technical for him to deal with. The

case th e put into thesystdm need to be prioritized with

this of thing in mind.

We helve to make4ertain that we have cases in,the sfstem the
user feels are important. He should recognize them as impor-

tant for practical as well as industrial reasons.

s
It is also important that the-cases have a degree of 44atTty

control. Quality control 'should not only be addressed' when- the

decision is made to put a case into the system -- that is, when
the data are collected on.the cases -- but also as the case is
being developed (in, for example, the form of expert commentary
on cases so that"the user has a clear indication of the status

of whit he is looking at)..

85'
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2.' A second area in which issues were raised'that are relevant tothe delivery concerns of Project PROWD is making certain
that the system we create (both modUles and cases) reference
.the outside world, that is to say, ,it musWecognize that
there are other information retrieval sYttems and case study
libraries that engineers are accustomed to learning.from.

Just as we reference the world, we have to makesure it can
find :us; PROCEEDshoild be indexed in such a way that other

na onal networks canlind it, and people who are on otherpa nal,netWorks can 'locate PROCEED materials as a means of
°lying problemd theyhave.

A third issue that
came uP illik brokerage. One way to imagine

PROCEED is as a large ConsaTIOOm that offers its wares nationally
through a large computer network/or other form of ihformatibn
network.

An alternative structure that I think the. group felt strongly
about is represented by the idea, of local control. What this
means it that if you contemplate something like continuing,
education you must argue that what PROCEED has'to offer should
be distributed through the local university setting for con-
tinuing education or through the local corporate or industrial

,setting or through the professional society where coniinuing
education also goes on. Many members/ of the group felt that
a measure of local control is not only desirable but indeed
necessary in order to achieveD'the effective delivery of.the
PROCEED system.

4. The final issue is more complex, and what I propose to do is'to . define it strategically in a way that the group identified
it. Following that I will present our recommendations.

It seemed as,we talked that a,distinction needed to be made between
two related but somewhat different ways of looking at the PROCEED system.
One way of looking at it that is reflected in my reMcarks thus far is that
it is a tyttem of continuing education. PROCEED has a knowledge base of
case,studies, a set of modules which support these Studies, that can be
delivered to people who want to improve their problemrsolving skills aswell as their knowledge of the field, and perhaps also make Changes in their
career orientation.,

The PROCEED system is al'so a problemrsolving aid to the industrial
consumer. The knowledge base of case material offers the possibility of
enhancing or improving the solutions-to problems that industry faces.

We,believe that issues of deliVery mode-and marketing strategy
need 'to be considered separately under each alternativ.

6 With that distinction in 'mind, .let me then deal with the lastissue. The issue of delivery of what PROCEED has to offer involves thingslike choosing a medium, choosing a print orientation, audioVisual orienta-
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tion or computer-based orientation. There was very strong feeling among a
segment of the group that high technology is here, and it really isn't a
question of whether a computer-based format is feasible but rather hoW soon'
we are .going to make our system coMpatible with that form of delivery.

And so the real question concerning the computer delivery of'Pro-
,

ject PROCEED is more one of the userthan of the technology itself. It is

a question of, the cost. It is a question of the feasiblity at different
points Th time; and for two somewhat different audiences, the continuing

*education audience and the problem-solving audience.

It seems clear from the kind of discussion that we had in the group
that-the best way to solve,these issues was throUgh the development of rim-
'totypes and the testing of those prototypes in.the marketplace with
variety of potential users and client groups.

The idea that the user needs to be thought about carefully as we

contemplate delivery is very important. Things that came up.in this regard
were matters involving not only a hot line to a source of experts like-at

M.I.T. but also the "possibility that users can talk to one another,

There is also the whole idea of delivery in _terms of usergroups
that is whether people are perceived to use PROCEED alone or in Settings
involving more than one individual in one plaCe, or In some sort of a commu-
nication network with-individuals at different locationS all working on the

same problem; These are important possibilities that need to be. addressed.

Our recommendations for delivery modes of the PROCEED system take

the following form, One might think of stages -- four stages', fet's say'--

and that really the delivery question involves progressing through these
four stages. We are currently compatible with delivery in a print : mode.

The .exemplary modules that we discussed yesterday are completed. In fact,

we have passed them around at different points in the session. As you can

see,oney are only in print form, but basically they don't, reference any-,t

thing. They don't even reference each other; nor do they reference the.

outside wckld. That was stage one of our development.

Stage two, which is where-we are now, was an attempt to let. the
generation of the module materials derive from a needs assessment or user !,

analysis to be carried out through the development of cases. .The 35 modules

that we have discussed here ,are an attempt to meet that-need. The kind of

referencing that can go on among these cases and modules as well as the

outside world.is a second stage of development.

But it is very'impoPtant that wetOnsidersooni the development of
prototypes that begin to incorporate other .kibds of technology. Forexample;
one ,of the major means through wch users may'discover.us is the adaptive.

reference SysteM. .

V:L, d
. .

.

.

':The adaptive reference systegris best presented on a computer

terminal, and so it is important.that.ProjeGt PROCEED considerdeveldp-
ing aprototype:of thisAperhaps.as soon as next year). We might; for

example, develop a prototype of the adaptive referenCe system fora small .

., 9?



tirange of representative cases on a computer and then take this around toprofeisional societies, the corporate setting, etc. and observe user reac-,tin to, `and interaction with,it:
The only way we are going to begin to address some of the questionsof delivery is by creating prototypes and letting users interact with Ahem.
Stage three of PROCEED development might be where we contemplatea more total, delivery of the system through a computer-based format. The'.issue here is more substantive in that we would write the modules differ-ently if we were going to work on a totally conVuter system than if wewere working on a system where the main use of a computer was to access,through the adaptive reference system, the modules and case study material.

.1rIn a total computer format, we are talking about a dynamic environ-ment for learning or for problem-solving, In this stage the modular materialsbecome workbooks to use while interacting with the system.

A fourth stage of development is where you'apok at the case materialsand develop them in such a way that their,true dynamic ,Character comesthrough. I am thinking of some thingsrike case materials that have re-cently been devel6ped at Minnesota in the area of teaching law students ona national network of some 30 or 40 universities. ,1) ft

The case materials actually dead. the learner thi-ough the systeth.There are printed workbooks published commercially that are used in workingthrough the case materials. But they are written in. support of the case..materials rather than the other way aromnd4

The fourth stage of development for PROCEED might be the teVelopmentand testing of this kind of system.

If I were to sjimmarize our recommendations, it,would be that as wethink about these various stages of development and the idea of choosing anappropriate delivery mode, we must be certain not to overlook the needs ofthe user, the middleman, and the envirlInment within whicli -the us'ers areworking.

If we propose to deliver continuing educatiot in a runivesity setting,there is a middleman who is brokering our wares. Afdlithat is a college pro-fessor or a dean. This individu0 -has need and must get some payoff forbrokering our system:
Y.

The same thing is true of the corporation and the professionalsociety. If, at any stage in our development we neglet the middleman,then we run great risk that our system will never ,get N.the ground:

Finally, the issue of cost is important. There. no sense inproducing a system that people cannot afford to buy. large corpora-tion carvafford to buy the system. General Motors might .Yuy it and mightactually put it up on their own computer system and distribute it throughtheir 150 companies. On the other hand, there are Ondividual engineersor small numbers of. engineers In settings outside Of'tlie 'large corporations
se
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that also have to 04 considered when we develop cost factors for our
product. °,'.

.

Wel% I think that is basically what.I can say by way orsummary
of the activties of our group.. I would 4eKhelPed a'great.,deal if some of:
the individuals who Were insteumental in what we did would be willing-to
comment or provide some support%

PROFESSOR TRIBUS: Would/you.,distthguish between problem-solvin
and continuing education?

PROFESSOR JOHNSON: Because I make aipistinction between the con-:°
tinuipg education and the problem-solving mode doesn't mean an engineer
using the problem-solving mode, llet's,Say, in the system won't learn, I

think that is a subtle and very importaneWay' of learning.

. I would certainly argue, as I *ink Professor Katz was arguing,
that for the engineer, as well as for many other.professionals,'prohlera-
solving is at the-heart of continuing education. That is wkiftt he wants to

learn hoW to do better. The PROCEEDS system whether you construe it for
continuing education or for problem-solving aid has as its core a set of
Problems and their solution.

PROFESSOR'TRIBUS: Let me just see if I can exaggerate the distinc-
,tion you are making in order to come to grips with the' difference. Are you

:saying that on the one hand we May present.Project PROCEED as a system that
will help the engineer who discoi,ers he has a problem and he turns to this
and it helps him? And ff°he doesn't happen to know what he needs to know.
in order to solve the problem, it-teaches him. Or we ,could think of it as

a system in continuing education which attempts to teach the engineer thing
he ought to know in case he run's into a problem. Now is that the kind of

distinction you are making?
, 1

04 PROFESSOR JOHNSON: ,Yes.

4 PROFESSOR TRIBUS: And what I stiggested in my' talk was that s3stems

education tfhat are based on the idea of sort of banking kniowledge in case

need it., these systems appeal to about three percent of the population.
teople when.they are adults; don't have a lot of things to-,dO with their
rime and are disincl,ined.to go to:a system which is going to giVe-them
some genera). help and increase their general knowledge in case somebOldy
needs,.it

,

4.'11 PROFiSSOR'JOHNSON: I think it is important to distinguish
'between continuing education as it would be done .tivough' Project PROCEED
ind more standard forms of continuing'educatiom' . '

,I think Project PROCEED'hoda unique contribution'to make to-con-
tinuing education, anp,thatit nOtYin theform ih whiCh gou are suggest=.

Mg.°. . .

. ,

. DR. EDWARDS: '-Let me sUtgest, by coining a new phrase like extended
edukation, that whatO'hear peoPle rather systematicellY s6Ying that'no-



body wants a continuation of the kind of education that they gotlirrcol,liegebecause' it ts not appi-opOiate. So a continuation or a,continuirig of.' thatkind of education, Myron would Suggest only three percent would even. 'care'for And what you want is an extension of 'the educational process.intct,differing situatio s and to the situation on the job and in a werfntygues-tions and solving p blems and thinking through career choic and,sratherdifferent kinds of orms.

PROFESSOR JOHNSON: That is exactly right.
-

,
DR, ,EDWARDS: Maybe you need to think about a' different tent'when you say continuing.-- because when you-say: c-ontinuing:'education peopleare doing to think tf it as a contimetion of education as they ,know" it

4'rather than extension into a different -area..

MR. FRIEDMAN: , What we are thinking of is additional, development.
,

MR.,ROBB:INS: The group was reVly only talking ,attput differen...ting in the,m4ketplace because people respond at differenttimes>'ent needs, particularly within, a corporation. And this came out of .some-people around the table who ,are very experiented in dealing.with,induStry
and pr9blem--solving and they, are just readysto hear a different kind of thirt.An(i, it was only meant as a way of marketing,.

BRUDNETZ: One of` -the _things we are aware of in the severaldiscussions we had is the difficulty of trying to describe what esserttialTyr
fs'.a'multidimensional protes-s oriented concept with,kind of two-dimensionalwords as images. And it really' came through as you listened -closely. in'"terms of how people, interpreted the: very meaning of they .words "del:iverY,*'system."

, -
If yOu looked at it sociologically, say, you ,.had a totally differaent concept of del i,very systedis than if you looked -at it technolpgically or7..economically) '

.

.

.

I4 think the inference that Paul, was making -- and by the way, t thinkthe group' should applaud Paul's summary, because in no Way was-our discussinnas coherent or as sensible as ;his summary, but one of the .things that camethrolugh iroud:_and clear is that this particular; set of issues is, extrtiftlY1impdrtant to the Project. And perhaps we have underestimated the difrittrItyof analysfS.-as coherent as °Paul has presented-: ti -At
4147Also, Dr. Edwards 'sirgeed something that .4 thought Was, veryimportant. It lg

is the one thing That perhaps .was, not emphasized enough,:Nathely, it might ,be. useful td.assemble se4eral subgrouPs.-that.work on theseissues. in '1976, because they are complex. Ihe success of .the 'firoject isintimately related to them, and there is nci"0)ay- one or.,two people cans'simply run, out the answerS,

PROFESSOR TRIBUS:. I was waiting',,ta hear you say somethingiabout
the expectations, regarding the compUter use. Let 'me put i t.. a di fferent way.

In my own mind I have been anticipating Portant deyelopirientS in,

4te
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computer terminals and output devices that, while not on the market now, are
very likely to be on the market in the next few years.

rt is part of a revolution' and we should, in fact, anticipate that
revolution and accede to it. Now there are other people who are more con-
servative in their views and I would-be interested in whether a consensus
developed. And if no consensus developed, what advicedo you have?

PROFESSOR JOHNSON: I think that is indeed an issue that people'
divide on and did so in our group.

PROFESSOR TRIBUS: Well, because they divided, where do you stand?

PROFESSOR JOHNSON: Our recommendation was the one that Hahey
mentioned; it was that PROCEED needs to have some processes set-up in the

/ next year that more,systematically, and more thoughtfully address the' ways
/ in what you suggett what might be done.

In the short space of time we had, it was not something We found
ach$tvable. .

PROFESSOR TRIBUS: You are referring it to the committee?

OFESSOR JOHNSON: I didn't say that. If any of the inOViduals
in our grobp who came down emphatically upon one side or the other of that
issue would like to speak; I am sure it would be interesting.. .
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Group Leaders:

WORKING GROUP III

"MANAGEMENT AND VIABILITY" QUESTIONS

Kyron Tribus
Geoffrey Bock

1. Is a Consortium of universities, professional societies and industry
a good management mechanism? What can each contribute-in terms of
contacts, credibility and support for the Project? Are there bettor
'alternatives? If so, what?

-

2. What are fide essential management needs for the Consortium? What.'
tasks should be done by the central Consortium staff? Who pays forwhat? Who gets what? "

/
-08. What are the incentives for participation for each Of the four

group. --Anddstry, government, academic and,profeisional societies-
to form and maintain the Consortium?

4. How can.the system be continuously evaluated? How can.the system b
modified to reflect the evaluation? -What up-dating procedures's* d
be instituted ?. /

5. How can the PROCEED system be integrated with corporate trains
programs?

.

6. '2 How Can, the. Project be made cost effective? What kinds of user
charges should be established?

, 7. What are the advantages and d.ksadvaotagesof distributing the s tem
through university, professional-soeietylar industry in-house.
courses?

8. 'What other distribution mechanisms are there?

9, How should the system be marketed?

10. What recommendations should be made to Project PROCEED and th Depart-'vent ofEnergy?



WORKING GROUP III
.-_-

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

The Working Group on "Ma nt and Organizatl n developed ven

specific ereco rmation of a viable not-for-pro

company to.mallNeadW cbiitiliue to develop the activities of Project PROCEED.

These recommendftions were presented to the workshop by Dr. Myron Tribus,

and'arewas follows: .
- c? '

I. On Organization

/ It is recommended that an association be formed, the members

to consist of organizations with an interestin continuing

'

education for engineers, such as industries;JYrofessiona)_

societies, universities and possibly trade associations.

/

The members of the association should elect a board of direc-

/
tors which will contain suitable representation from industry,

acideme, professional societies and possibly .trade associations.

0

The board of directors should,be responsible fo selecting the

officers of and approving the activities of a n t-for-profit

company.

The not-for-prolti company si41 plan the activit es of Pro-

ject PROCEED,including;

G Deciding what subjects to cover,

Developing educational materials and services either

in-house or by contract,

Marketing the materials and services either by con-

tract or using its' own staff,.

Developing sources of revenue.
,

The company officers will be responsible for all day-to-day

operation and for financial and educational integrity.

2. On Sources of Revenue'

The company should take advantage of available Federal-resources

in starting its projects, especially those in areas of national

need. However, in contracting with the Government, care should

be exercised not to inhibit the sales and distribution functions.

Pricing for all materials and services should be set to recover

- all costs and permit Project PROCEED to develop new materials

and services out of revenue, without further Federal subsidy.
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:The f011owing sources of revenue'should be considered:

Membership fees in thgation,

Modules solchindiv-
(

Fee for privilege 'ng to adaptive reference
system,

Fee for each service.

As a matter of principle, the compa ould raise 'revenues
from as many,dtfferent kinds of services and products as'
possible..

Marketing

Project AOCEED should dwi.p.lop a s marketing activit.
It is likely that'the costs of marketing and distribution will
be more-than three times the cost of initial production. Do
not skimp in thiserea..,

User Inputs
..,

Project PROCEED should develop procedures to guarantee poten-
. tial'user inputs at an early stage in the development of the

.'''' sySteM, teaching materials and other services. ',These procedures
include -- among other things -- consultations with plant en-
gineers,and managers about the topics for materials and ,services
'as.well as delivery Mechanisms and means.

, .

'I5% Distribution
r

./

The distribution system should be very-flexibl and may in-
clude, for example: ;

Utilities,

of State energy conservation office

Uniyersity extension services,
, c

Manufacturer's associations,

Academe,

Nationwide mail.advertisin ampaigns,

Presentations at national c nferences and trail' shows,

Internfitional sales

9.
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Professional societies-,

National organizations (,i.e., energy.cOnservatiOd

groups),

o NaSional Atsociation of.Manufacturers,

U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

6. 'Evaluation

Project PROCEED should establish an evaluation system including:

. Automatic user, feedliack as part of the eductional

o rings,

Studies of'effectiveness (including anecdotal infor-

'7N.N mation). The Project should establish Neatu'res of-

effectiveness for Its educational efforts 'to see it

if the objectives, are met;

..0.41Pnitoringof activities such as:

- Sales,

Inquiries,

Console generated references,

Reports' from librarians.

The board of. directors should periodically appoint ad-hoc

topical, self-liquidating advisory committees to examine:

Topical areas,

b.

The working of the system as a whole and report back

to the board wi h recommendations for changes or

continuation.

7. Recommendation to the Department of Energy

Project PROCEED appears to be a' promising approach to the con-

tinuing education of practicing engineers. Its plans for

materials and services qh industrial energy conservation and

Its planned delivery system promise t' fulfill an important

national need. The Department of 'Energy should thus support

Project PROCEED for a suffident time to allow an evaluation

to be made of its 'effectiveness in conjunction with the

educational mission of the Department of Energy.
.
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Workshop members discussed each recommendation separately.

Discussion of the first recommendation "On Organization," centered 4
on wh her the proposed company should bg.concerned solely with materials
ands rvices for engineers'and scientists in industry, or whetherjt should
be co cerned with materials and services* foi- a broader range of induytrial
pers nel, including technicians-and other technologists. .1.he group °

decided that. the mandate of the company. should include all kiiids of pro=
-fessiohal level'technidally-based personnel working in industry. These..., - .

could mainly be engineers and other scientists but in some instances, could
also include professional toxicologists, and so forth.

,

The second recommendation, "On Sources of Revenue,"contajned two,
basic' ideas. First the not-for-profit company should not continually rely,'
on federal funding. Second, the company should raise. money in every way
it°possibly can. Hence, the organization should have viability.

The third item was "Marketing." The pOint'thit was mIe here is
that when all is said and done the company will. be spending a lbt,more
money on getting the material out, developing r ion with people, andso 'forth,

the services. Based,o he experiences of

forth, than on .the origi I writing of the at or the development
faao er of members of the

wo ing group the cost of distribution will be east three times the
co t of-generating the material in the first pla heavy investment in

,is area is a prerequisite to success.

.^ . i
Recommendation number four, "User Inputs,

,.

pitsizes that .the
company should take the userinto account at a very Hy-stage of the
development and have a very strong interaction with u ers in the develop-
mental prOcess. .. .

,

The sixth recommendation ."Evaluation," really contains three :

important parts. It says in o part that built into the system should be
feedback:from the users, so At people using the companycan get an idea
of how they are reacting to it. , -.

But in addition there should be some-attemptto-Study whether the
system.as a whole is doing anything. For example., in the field of energy
conservation some measure should be made o4 whether thepeople who use ,

these services actually go'out and do somefhing.different.
,

And the third idea is that while Project PROCEED and this Company
should be developing all Of that,there shoul0,..be an independent. audit Of
the entire system run under the aegis of the board of directors. That is

:what the last item is about.. .,

The seventh recomffendation is made to the DpartMent of Energy,
namely that itcooperate and support Project PROCEED sufficiently IO allow
some measure of effectiveness to be made to see if it really sOports the
educational mission of theipegrtment of Energy. Project PROCEED has some

-
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,

promise'and ought to be given, enough support-inordeTtt fihd out.Tf
promise will be fulfilled. .

C GO" r
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Some wOrkshopparticipants questioned whether Project PROCEED
would simply educate scieTtists and, engineers ift.energy or in othOr areas'

e %
..

Is

as .well '

, A,
N.

.

Professor 1rib sxespOnded that the. Project was b,roOly,con-
'sttued to apply to other scientifidally-based areas.as welLy Therecom
mehdation to the Department of Energy refers-on1y,to the Department'Of
Energy's mission but there is an iMpliid endorsement t14(the Broje4 is
a good idea across the board. This;',doesn't'preclude sayingsqmeday to

7 EPA or to OSHA or to somebody else something similar. .

Dr. Passer added-one'comment to 4e general-diseustion tfie-*

proposed. organization is .a rather global sort of thing. It covers the
whole. universe almost, and this is fine. But a lot of tiought needi to .

.be given to whether or not the electricarengineers aDdAMechanical engi-
neers and the chemists and all the universities and so-on are ready to get

\ involved in such an organization,c: simply for the very human reason that
niany of these, institutions are heavily committed to these sorts-of tOngs.
And they may look upon theproposed organization outlined here as possible
competition arrival.

,
V.

.A lot of thought shquld be given to make it clear to the various
memberslof this organization just What they are giving up to Become part'
of it and just what they retain. Clarifying these points could besyery
'cruci'al to obtaining their support and involvement.

s

f.
P.

Lr,
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